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NEWS:

To enhance the authenticity and feel of the Chalet, wood flooring
• and walls and a workingfireplacehave been installed The room will be
^ ^ ^ e T ^ ^ t r l u n rfy^e^qf- jsihr^jig-iii'jyeVdppJiitrtt^S'ijov^ex,- ; decorated' with donated mounted animal trophies, collected by Dr. Al
M^gsi^wfS&uh^riiPiitjm&t ^an%"fel#tr-|^rj^5'ivfls> rapuilyji*iieJT'irig*ifcs1^* , Barrick. Barrick hunted every animal- in North America and claimed at
least one ofeach species over a 40-year period He donated all the trophies
to Liberty a few years ago. To pro\ ide refreshments and food, a Cafe A La
^ ^ ? B 3 D p ^ ^ t ^ i l c * & ^ 6 5 ^ ( 1 ^ ^ 1 1 ^ ^ hptejj the.L'hjitct i^ll «' .&

Grrre will be on the second flow tor students Whcrhci meal points, will
be accepted is still under debate, according to Askew.

^s^^^lft^^SSr^A^lTOn^a.gliwrlbv, flosS ifncSl^aj^an'd lotingK, '•

In addition a variety of seating arrangements will be available for
students on both the secondfloorand the outer deck.
-

«'j£'sr-choice was to use the mountain for student activities, athletic* and
A^mc^c'^

'recreation rather than selling it offto residential or commercial developers,"
WJhijijj Falwell said. "(But) we learned that 1 ynchburg is not cold enough tor

&useJ)t^JsjjC:^

artificial snow to be useful nioic thui 4i>-50 days per year."
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sp/ay^ancl' leXs'/th*a^'e^a|^am^fJriitioh^*fGCoSmgy
!tc£*cbs4 com VStudentssresponded by*p.eltirig*ithe'r
SafpeTswith bottles, bricks and?tpnes\S;ever*aMfficers%
suffered mirj^injuries'^nd 6$ stutleats werfjarrestlq^r
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An outbreak^f-swfnV'fl^
led international officials to declare'a' •^ubjic»h/e!al^
emergency,;iafcctfciirf^^
Mexico has^regorted over 1,|ob|peqpleyFiaye^bJe^'
,[nfe£t£rtarfd&^
ijrfectj^
twoir^anas^pnefe
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The decision to build the Snowflex came from the desire to do

^I^Giberty. ha.s owned a .sOOO-acie mountain for many years and our
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something productive with Liberty Mountain, according to Chancellor
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A wildfire that .began Wednesday; April 22 in the M^r'tjeP
Beach arearfSouth Carolina rjfTrne^tsEj^itjT!rcj&g^,
^ & f ^ c r f i s . ^ l i n d and 76 hort^^o?e^|fig"Jj,teK3-%
were able tpjjontainrlt?^o>5jnsgjftq*'tRf?sa/i^e^s*
fe^^ljtJis estimated that the^a^s^have^us'edigv^I
gfl^^illiop^rrdajnage tvSouth;Carqlina^ffreials/jh'avS*
fGhaTged ;^al^Torchi, .accp1&mg$pVtrfe^^
jl&ess He r^eriortedly^errTp^d^crear jTiefb^u^h'fan^,
fdebris injhis^^kyafd'by^yrning^andriosfr'ccirifrol 6£
the blaze; j

^pp*dildirig^^^ssure from the U.S./Pakisrar^.'lbrces^
^rrt^liGo^er.^urafiip'srahd 1 roops tdiatt^pTaljbaniK
insurgents, killing at least 30 in the Lowergl^djsjfTie&jg.
S ^ ^ l ^ ^ t ^ A ^ e j a t e d g f e s s ^ ' T h e region borders*;;
^pS.raOTr^gd-is considered vital 'to^antige^pr?1
.p^er'atjbns-t^
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NEWS EDITOR

The burly man dressed in a
plaidflannelshirt steers the 17-car
locomotive, ensuring the train stays
i on track He picks up his radio and
called in his location as he passes an
emerald green sign, signifying the
trains close proximity to Montyiew •

'vj|Sj&u&4s falling on my notebook as I struggle to document the
^^^^^^^ildren.event.in Washington, DC. Tm surrounded by
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l E a n d Cbllegftstiidents who are ignoring,the,;dippjetsv
fe^pl^png^^^psp'eaker
who is pacing back and forth' on the
.!••• stage before them. BobbyBaileyypnepfthe-co-founders ofInvisible
"Entering Falwelj/Va;"! he-'says:'
• Children/ wa^r^riSMil^ig^Jbhn Erenderg^steffie co-founder ^S^^^p^crackies! oyer the radio
; of the Enough Project'MJlpergast; one of'the''many speakers
handset, reading the sign.
• that had:be|f^^mredat the Invisible Children event, had been
The sign does not signify a city ,
(,"»i udt]\ lntcT'iup^cd, bythe lightning storm that was looming over
named after or devoted to Dr. Jerry
; downtown DC. Even as the lights shorted out, Prendergast kept.
Falwell Sr. Rather the marker acts as
talking. Even as the reflecting pool in front..of^^Kpitol mirrored
a control point for the railroad. The
^ ^ ^ M ^ a t e d m dose proximity to
f^tallfing^^^^^r
•.LiBefry University.
•He kept talking, despite the';c]flj||ptarices, because there was - ^ ^ 5 ^ ® - r e crave l in g from Wards
; something to talk about.
Road to the Liberty campus the
. As the rain fell harder and technology began to fail, the IC
sign is located just to the left of the
supporters took matters into their own hands. With only a drum,
crossing of the railroad, tracks next
an acoustic guitar and their voices, the people formed a circle and
to * Sonic Drive-Jn," Lynchburg
"started chanting, attracting the attention of the few passersby who
Railway Historian Charles Long
were trying tofindshelter.
said.
"Hey hey! Ho ho! Joseph Kony has got to go!" •
The control point known as
"We Want justice, we want peace! We want those children
released!"
They kept chanting, despite the circumstances, because there
was something to chant about.

fx|f|Jf|

SEE INVISIBLE ON A?

"Falwell, Va." was named for Falwell,
according to Long.
"The crossover at the south end.
of Montview Yard was manually
operated in 1971 and was later
automated," Property Manager
William Gorby said. "When it
was automated Norfolk Southern
had to name it something, so they
named it Falwell.' There wasn't
anything with a name here prior to

founded by Dr. Falwell, and it could
Falwell.'" •
The control point was renamed be easily understood on the radios
between 2 0 0 1 ^ ^ 5 ^ S ^ i y a ^ ^ K ^ ^ ^ & ^ ^ ^ S f n g s M f f i ^
alleviate con'fuS).o!|M':pif;,!^lfes^
t f
for crewmen I'rcviouSkjfe' tjjp^ toi f{abUl!''thHwsio^i w ; ^ ! | p | ?
points within the proximity, were -o/i wrMrawoids p'ossess"tTd I^>nri||§j
referred to "Montview North" and -"c[ar;^^^S^r53^^^
"Montview South."
- "IliijpSS
"(The contiol point^Svasyso^ § ^ ^ M i E ~ V l R G I N I A ON A7
named) because of its close
proximity to Liberty, (which was)'-
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Commuters learn
off-campus
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RIVIERA AWARD
RECIPIENT
HONORED IN
CONVOCATION
Senior softball player Beth Bennett was awarded Liberty's highest athletic honor, the Rock Royer/Mac
Rivera Award, on Wednesday, April 22.
"(The award) recognizes the Liberty University graduating senior student-athlete who has maintained
an exemplary testimony on the playing field, in the classroom and among the student body," according to
libertyflames.com.

Liberty honors faithful volunteers
Matthew Coleman

a church-run English camp. He spent
tour hours a day teaching children how

Forth has spent the year creating the
Students Behind Our Soldiers (SBS)
organization and expanding many of
The Volunteer of the Year Award is being
Liberty's programs designed to honor and
given to two people: senior Mandi Forth
aid veterans and active soldiers. Some of
and Nathaniel Saxon,
the better-known projects she was involved
Saxon spent much of his time this year
in were lengthening the traditional military
aiding two South Korean students with
appreciation day to an entire week and
their English speaking skills by carrying
gathering care packages to send to active
out simple conversations about current
soldiers overseas.
events in America and South Korea.
"Giving back to the military, no matter
Betore each meeting, he searched tor
on how small ot a level, is completely
various news articles for them to discuss
worth it," Forth said. "They do so much for
and occasionally make videos for them to
our country and it is the least we can do to
watch and talk about.
give back a little bit to them. Showing them
"'Hie purpose ol these talks is to help
appreciation is the least we can do."
SERVANT'S HEART - Mandi Forth
them improve their basic English skills
Forth and the SBS have worked
takes time out of her busy schedule
through casual conversation," Saxon said. to support soldiers overseas.
tirelessly this semester to increase Liberty's
"1 spent about three hours a week actually
awareness and support for America's
talking with them and an hour and 30 to properly pronounce English vowel soldiers.
minutes preparing articles and things to sounds.
Serving (the soldiers) and giving back
talk about."
"I actually hope to go back this summer to them is part of the commandment that
Saxon also spent three weeks during tor a month this time and help teach God gave us in loving our neighbors and
this past winter break in South Korea at English again,' Saxon said.
serving others," Forth said. "It shouldn't
be on a merit level,
but I can't think
ot anyone else
CORRECTIONS FROM APRIL 21
who deserves and
needs our service
t h e phrase " t h e Republican primaries will be held on May 29-30 while the Democratic primary
than those who are
is on June 9" found in the "Vote (again)" article was incorrect. Actually, the Republican state
sacrificing
so much
convention is on Friday and Saturday May 29-30. Primaries for both parties will be held on
of themselves to
June 9.
serve us."
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The article entitled, "SHRM Liberty Blue sweeps regionals, heads to nationals" contained a
poorly worded sentence that included the SHRM Red and White teams. It should have been
written as follows: "The other two teams that participated for Liberty finished the preliminary
rounds in fifth and sixth place, respectively." Also, the team captain's name should have been
spelled Louis Lolli, not Luis.

Contact Matthew
Coleman at
mcoleman@
liberty.edu.

survival skills
Anthony Barone
NEWS REPORTER
In aperilousworldfilled with unexpected
turns and trials, Liberty University has
sought to prepare its students for the road
ahead as hundreds of students filled North
Campus on Saturday for Liberty's first
commuter seminar.
"'Ihis is the first year we had a sizable
number ofstudents to participate," Director
of Commuter Affairs Larry Provost said.
The required event, entitled "Real
World," gave students an inside look at offcampus living and what to expect in the
next year.
"When I moved off campus, we did not
have this," senior Garrett Rockafellow said.
"I wish I would have known about some
(of the) things (they talked about)."
Topics covered a variety ot subjects
from finances to renting to roommates and
parking.
The seminar was designed to help
alleviate worry and answer students'
questions.
"The seminar has been very interesting
and informational," junior Alanna Jones
said. "I had a lot of questions, and I would
not have learned (the answers) otherwise."
After a welcome from Provost, the
seminar began with Attorney Jeremy
White speaking on finding an apartment.
White addressed concerns about rent,
types of tenancies, duties of tenants,
security deposits and eviction.
Provost invited Allstate Insurance Agent
Tom Craven Jr. to discuss renter's insurance,
which gives tenants confidence that their
valuables will befinanciallycovered in case
of afire,lighting, explosion or other natural
disaster.
"(Renter's insurance) protects your
stuff and your future," Craven said. "It also
provides you liability if you are to blame."
Financial Advisor Jeff Boyer, along
with Edward Jones Company, discussed
financial management. Boyer addressed
debt, budgeting and a blueprint for the
future while a representative from Edward
Jones gave a walk-through ot a monthly
budget sheet provided to students.
"The financial guy was great," senior
Hardus Prinsloo said.
For many offcampus students, meals
are an expensive concern.
LU Dining Marketing Manager
Elizabeth Van Wingerden gave an inside
look at meal plans and the three "blocks"
offered to commuters.

She explained that the I .ynchburg city!
food tax rate is high and that by using1
meal points students do not pay the 11.5,'
percent.
Also, any time commuters or students;
use meal plan points, they savefivepercent!
on the cost of food.
In the "community relations" portion of;
the day, Cindy Kozerow gave tips for being!
a good neighbor and for overall safety;
in Lynchburg. SJie spoke about where',
students should not be living and gave a
well-rounded view of the city.
"Pick a good neighborhood," said LU:
Police Chief Hinkiey
"Don't live between 5th Street and 12th;
Street to Park Avenue."
Director of Financial Research and
Analysis Richard Martin gave a detailed
view of the parking plans for the 20092010 school year.
"You have to plan time to get around,"
Martin said.
He explained which parking plan might
be the best fit for different students and
the options that students have from $300
parking spots to free carpool parking.
Martin gave away a premium-parking
pass for next year.
Finishing up the day was Associate
Director of Student Care Jason Autry,
who spoke about roommate relations, and
Carrie Barnhouse from the Career Center,
who informed students of the services the.
center has to offer.
The seminar also emphasized that
students are still required to adhere to the
Liberty Way while living off-campus. A
copy of the Liberty Way was given to each
student moving oft.
At the end ot the seminar, Director
Provost came to the podium and reminded
the assembled students of their impact.
"You'll always be an ambassador for
Liberty and Christ." To appease students"
qualms on 'a beautiful, sunny, 90-degree
day, the seminar provided food, bags and
mugs to all involved.
Contact Anthony Barone at
acbarone@liberty.edu.

SPECIAL THANKS
The Champion staff would like to extend a special thanks to Les Schofer for his photo
contributions used in the commemorative ad of Dr. Jerry Falwell on A3.

OSL gears up for banquets
Lee Sandy
NEWS REPORTER
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POLICIES & INFO
The
Champion
encourages
community member to submit
letter to the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words
and must be typed and signed. The
deadline is 5 p.m. Friday. Letters
and columns that appear are the
opinion of the author solely, not the
Champion editorial board or Liberty
University.

'flie Office of Student Leadership (OSL) will be
holding two leadership banquets starting Thursday,
April 30.
Thefirstbanquet will be for all SLDs and will be held
in the Shilling Center beginning at 6 p.m. The second
banquet is for the RAs, will be held the following day,
Mayl.
Every year, the OSL holds special banquets for

Give away unused school supplies
to help needy children
Mandi Forth
NEWS REPORTER

All material submitted becomes
property of the Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to
accept, reject or edit any letter
received -— according to the
Champion stylebook, taste and
the Liberty University mission
statement.

Send letters to:
Liberty Champion
Liberty University, Box 2000,
Lynchburg, VA 24502
or drop off in DeMoss Hall 1035.

The Champion is available online at: www.liberty.edu/champion

student leaders. Each year's banquet comes with a
different theme to provide participants with a special
experience unique to that event.
Associate Director of the OSL Amber Parker said
that the theme for this year's banquet is "Dinner on the
Boardwalk."
"These banquets are a time to reflect on the past year
and say thank you for all the work and ministry that is
being done," Parker said.
Contact Lee Sandy at
rasandy@liberty.edu.

Liberty University is continuing to encourage
students to recycle. With the year coming to n\ end
and the dorms being cleaned out, Liberty has called
upon everyone, including students, faculty and stall,
to help with the effort.
The collection and processing ot all recycled
material involves four different departments at Liberty.
The facilities department, the grounds department,
the transportation department and the Office ot
Student Leadership (OSL) all work together in the
effort to keep the earth clean. With Recyclemania's
end on March 28, many of the recycliyg efforts may
have been forgotten. However, the efforts were not in
vain. Liberty managed to recycle 51188 pounds of
materials during the 2008-2009 school year.
"Although the recycling efforts have died down with
the semester's nearing end, the impact from it will still
be significant," Conservation Advocate for East 27

Michael Brown said.
Liberty is trying to encourage students to recycle
belongings they no longer want. OSL is trying to
encourage students to donate the items they do not
want instead of throwing them away.
"1 would like to commend the RAs and all those who
have gotten behind the recycling efforts in the dorms,
including the Office of Student Leadership. 1 would
also like to encourage commuters, faculty and staff;
to use the recycling bins provided all over campus for
paper and plastic bottles over the summer. Recycling
is a year-round effort at Liberty. For returning students,
collection boxes will be placed in the dorms both
semesters next year. Please remember to recycle your
boxes when you unpack next fall," Facilities Assistant
Manager Sheri Pruitt said.

Contact Mandi Forth at;
ajforth@liberty.edu.'

F i N A L
Alex Towers
SENIOR EDITOR FOR VISUAL CONTENT

It's hard to believe that the next event on my usually full
calendar is graduation. I am always busy and rushing around.
Things were not always this way. Freshman year I was searching
for something to be passionate about.
I had always been active in the church, being a "techie" as
my dad called it. When I left for college I experienced a radical
change. There was no church to get involved in atfirst,there was
no real place to serve, at least not with anything I knew about. I
spent myfirstsemester really just searching for something to do,
and I really felt lost Were it not for my two transplanted friends,
I don't think I would have stayed here. I found myself with no
real understanding of what I was meant to do.
Things changed my second semester when I joined the
Champion staff.
Having never picked up a professional-grade camera, I
stepped into a photography position. The job came naturally —
and it became my passion. I had found something meaningful to
occupy my time.
Passion is a strange thing. It can take on an all-consuming
power. Like a toddler, it needs to be nourished and fed, but
controlled. If it is let go on its own, it can take over like a wildfire,
leaving you destitute. Speaking from experience, photography is
my passion, but there have been times when I have looked at my
camera with incredible hatred. I let it consume me. Day after day,
I would photograph different events. The fun had worn off, and
I was just going through the motions. I went through almost a
year of repeating my actions.
April 16,2007 — Probably the most memorable day for me,
hearing about the shootings at Virginia Tech and producing that
week's issue of the Champion. It took almost no convincing
to get me to drive to Blacksburg to photograph the events and
do some on-site reporting. Already worn out from working on
the Champion, I have no idea where I found the energy. Once
my staff mates and I were there, the adrenaline kicked in, and I
vividly remember the passion returning — bringing a renewed
sense as to why I do what I do. Even though I had friends at my
side, it was a very personal learning experience.
Habakkuk 1:5 speaks to the wonder of the work of God,
calling us to view his design in utter amazement. Looking
around at the mourning at Virginia Tech, I found it hard to
reconcile photographing the mourning of family and friends
in the loss of loved ones. This was probably one of the hardest

days of my career, having to disconnect my emotions in order
to effectively portray the devastation of a community. Had I
become like every other journalist? Had I sunk to their level?
Maybe. I am not entirely sure.
That day changed me, making me who I am today. That day
changed my passion.
Just four weeks later, I was forced to shove my emotions aside
to photograph an event that hit a little more close to home and
heart. I remember hearing that Dr. Falwell had died. It took a
couple hours for the truth to set in. Doc really had passed away
and again, I had to be out in the trenches photographing the
mourning of a community. This time,. I was photographing
people I knew. People I had respect for.
Once again I looked at my camera with disdain, and an
unsettling fear. I knew I had a job to do. However, I remember
walking with my camera while people I knew were looking at me
with this look of disgust. There were photographers there who
were exploiting the emotions of those in mourning. I remember
asking myself if I was devolving into one of them.
Those few days were rough, and somehow they forced me
to become someone I am normally not. Even though I had
to cast my emotions aside, I found a satisfaction in bringing a
compassionate eye in telling the story of those mourning —
after all, I was mourning with them.
An assignment like that requires a benign schizophrenia. A
disconnect is needed, but, the passion for the subject must be
present for a certain, harsh truth to come out. I think every
passion in life needs that disconnect. It brings you down to earth
for a few minutes and forces you to make an evaluation. You may
not like what you see, but you will always come away with more.
There have definitely been ups and downs to working as a
photojoumalist. James 1 says us that the things that bring us the
most headache and adversity bring us the most reward. Most
times the light at the end of the tunnel may be dim, but it is still
there.
Every person needs to find something they are passionate
about. Life has no purpose without a passion. These four or
so years you are spending pulling all-nighters and working on
projects are a great time to find the thing that motivates you.
Don't rely on your friends to determine what you like. You need
to find your own niche. Sometimes this process is lonely, and
sometimes it is scary. But in the end, it is always worth it.

W O R D

All Photon by Alex Towers
1 Block party fireworks over Dr Falwell's
memorial
2 Jesse Strong's mother mourns the loss of her
son in Iraq at a ceremony held on campus in
honor of his life
3: Pastor Jonathan Falwell, daughter Natalie look
on Dr Jerry Falwell's casket.
4 A heavy blanket of snow brought a rare
glimpse of winter weather
to Liberty's campus.
5: Liberty vs Virginia Tech softball on the Day of
Remembrance in 2008.
6: The student-led candlelight vigil on April 17,
2007 — just 24 hours after the shootings
7 Pastor Rick Warren of Saddleback Church
listening to a moving statement from Pastor
Jonathan Falwell.
8: A glimmer of hope - a mother and daughter *•
hold close while remembering a loved one
who was lost to the fateful events
of April 16, 2007.
9. Charles Billingsley sings with the Thomas Road
Baptist Choir during the recording of
his new live CD set to release this summer.
10: The Liberty Flames took on their biggest rival,
VMI and took them by storm on
their home court.
11: The Corps of Cadets at Virginia Tech is
a source of pride for the university — this is
the changing of the guard at the Memorial
for 32.

Contact Alex Towers
at atowers@liberty.edu
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Construction continues to bring change to campus
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Major Focus: Teaching .English as Second Language
people want to learn English
for use in the business world
Every semester, Liberty
has Missions Emphasis
Week, during which more
students are called to
missions and those already
called are strengthened in
their desire to go out. These
calls come in many different
ways and often change
student's original plans.

Senior Rhonda Hawks taught English at a school
and church in Mexico for a month last summer.
She experienced the challenge of creating her own
curriculum and lessons but also the joy of teaching
them about God. "From these relationships (that
I developed with the students) we would get into
discussions about the Bible and how to live a Godhonoring life." She called the experience "awesome."

Senior Nick McCoIley,

who is within afewsemesters

TAKING LEARNING TO THE STREETS — TESL students take time fo visit a museum. The program hasgiven many
students the opportunity to minister to those who are not able to comprehend words spoken In English.

Daniel Martinez
NEWS REPORTER

In order for someone to be able to think about,
understand and accept the love of God through Jesus
Christ, they must understand the words in which
that message is being presented. And since Liberty
University's goal is to reach the world for Christ,
especially unreached people groups in far corners of
the planet, its emphasis on understanding language is
absolutely necessary.
"The way that God designed language and words
and the structure ot it all is amazing," Senior Anna
Ridge said, speaking of her newfound joy she has

found via one of Liberty's crucial programs, Teaching
English as a Second Language (TESL).
"1 have learned so much about my language and
other languages. I understand language on a level I
never thought I could,'' Ridge said.

Many students who come to Libertyfindthemselves
called to ministry overseas, and with that calling
comes the necessity of being able to help someone
understand what they are saying.
"My ultimate goal is to use TESL to reach Muslim
people on the mission field overseas," Senior Katrina
Williams said. "Since most Islamic countries are closed,
TESL is a perfect major for people wanting to share the
gospel." She said this is because many Arabic-speaking

of graduating with a TESL
degree, originally wanted
to teach English. Junior
Savannah Sims has always
wanted to be a missionary.
Graduating senior Nathan
LeMaster wanted to be an
Old Testament professor.
Each of these people ended
up burning through the
TESL curriculum, taking
classes
in
Linguistics,
Cultural
Anthropology,
Modern
Grammar,

Advanced Expository Writing and classes that delve
into other languages.
T have learned the patterns in languages from
all around the world, how to read the international
phonetic alphabet and the philosophy behind
language use," Sims said.
Regardless ot their original intentions in studying
at Liberty, many TESL students have had experience
teaching English, which only cemented their desire to
pursue the major.
"I taught English in Guatemala for two months,"
LeMaster said. He taught students and faculty of the
high school to understand the language.

Students interested in the TESL program can start by
takingbasicclasses in the M LAN (Modern I .anguages)
curriculum, such as MLAN 213, Introduction to
Linguistics. SPAN 304 Culture and Civilization
in Latin America is a course Liberty offers that is
instructed entirely in Spanish. Some students may
want to get their teacher licensure, which will require
them to take additional classes, but all TESL majors
have to spend a semester student teaching. After taking
prerequisite classes for the teaching, students have to
apply ("they must apply early on, Ridge said) and be
placed by the School of Education into schools where,
McCoIley said, they will "observe and be observed in
teaching situations." A full college semester ot student
teaching is required for TESL majors to graduate, but
many will already have had bits ot experience through
their classes.
"Dr. Gho, who is part of the graduate school, has
allowed some friends and myself to assist in teaching
English to her class of Korean students," McCoIley said.
TESL is an important major and an important part
of Liberty's plan to reach out to the world with the
gospel of Jesus Christ. Students in the curriculum have
not only been moved closer to the degree they desire,
they have also learned many things in the process.
"I find myself analyzing English words and breaking
them down to find the origin ot the word," Ridge said.
"Everyday I am amazed at how God has created it all."
Contact Daniel Martinez at
dpmartinez@liberty.edu

CHALET

VIRGINIA
CONTINUED FROM A1
"The names are frequently chosen to
be clear and decipherable over the radio
even when reception is poor, Norfolk and
Western Historical Society Secretary Gary
Rolih said. "Names are frequently chosen for
nearby locations and nearby' can be of some
distance away. Ideally the location can easily
be remembered by the train crews from the
local geography."
Chancellor Jerry Falwell, Jr. is pleased to
have the history of the sign revealed.
"The Liberty Champion should be
commended for solving this mystery. We
had noticed the Falwell' sign on the railroad
behind the home run fence at Worthington
Field for many years but never knew why it
wis there," Falwell said. "Even railroad officials
were unable to provide information to us
in the past. We are pleased to learn that the
switching station is named in Dad's honor."
Contact Amanda Sullivan at
amsullivan3@liberty.edu.

I*

The Snowflex on Liberty Mountain will
have
four separate ski slopes: a bunny slope,
CONTINUED FROM A1
a tubing slope and two advanced slopes with
Built in Spain, France, Lebanon, China lumps built in, giving everyone with skill levels
and now on Liberty Mountain, Snowflex from novice to expert something to enjoy.
A recent survey showed that nearly 60
is making its mark on the snow-loving
world.
Designed by Briton Engineering percent of students did not know how to ski
Development, it promises to be the next best or snowboard, according to Project Manager
thing to actually having snow on the ground, Allen Askew. To remedy this, Liberty will
according to snowtlex.com. Unlike every otter lessons from trained instructors for
other artificial snow product on the market, students who would like to learn the basics
the synthetic materials used to make Snowflex ot skiing and snowboarding or for those
advanced students who want to hone their
were designed specifically tor snow sports.
"(Snowflex) is not a by-product from abilities.
"We are trying to find a really good
another industry and was invented from
instructor
who can teach some good tricks
a 'what do customers want' viewpoint,"
off
ot
the
banks and jumps," the Assistant
according to snowflex.com.
Director
of
Auxiliary Services Bryan Evans
To recreate the feel ot snow, Snowflex
uses several layers of a synthetic, composite said.
With the Snowflex nearing completion,
material that is coated in liquid via an internal
many
students are already forming club sports
misting system to keep the surface slick. The
that
were
previously not possible, according
wet material allows skiers and snowboarders
to easily glide over its surface while providing to Falwell.
"Some students are already organizing club
the necessary grip for them to change
sports
to compete against other colleges in
direction or slow their descent.
the
area
that already have winter sports teams,"
Snowflex has many of the advantages of
real snow without the major drawback — it Falwell said. "(Also), we have worked out an
never melts. It will work just as well in the cold agreement to train at Wintergreen (Resort)
as in the heat, and the materials will not have for the alpine events."
to be replaced for five to 10 years, according
Contact Matthew Coleman at
to snowflex.com. Ironically, because of the
mcoleman@liberty.edu.
misting system required to keep the material
wet enough to use, Snowflex is the least
effective when there is actual snow on it.
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CHAUHONTHE MOUNTAIN-TrwnewChaleton liberty Mountain
wilt be available as a recreational facility and place for students
fo hang out. Upon its completion, the new campus addition will
cater to Snowflex users, students, and the community.

Fried Flounder
^
Grilled Honey Ham
^T
Chicken Dijonnaise over Angel Hair Pasta pngf *
Seafood Newburg over Rice PHaf
BBQ Baby Back Ribs
Red Bliss Potatoes
Green Beans
Mixed Medley of Vegetables
Com Pudding
Sweet Potato Casserole
Macaroni & Cheese
Large Salad Bar
Assorted Dessert Bar
$18.95 p«r person
Saturday, May 9,2009 • t :00p.m-7:00p.m
Call for Reservations 9 434-993-2475

2007 We were voted 2nd Best Automotive
Repair Shop in "Lynchburg Living Magazine'
and minor automotive repairs
foimgn and domestic - slate inspection station
oil changes - computer diagnosis - motors and transmissions

Glenn Huddleston - Certified Master Tech.
Mike Gavin - ASE & GM Certified Tech.
Less than 10 min from LU

Shop Owner: Brenda Ayers

On City Bus Route, stop at entrance

Phone: (434) 845-0060 or (434) 444-5733
Email: ayersautoinc@aol.com

2009 Lakeside Drive
2 BR, 2 1/2 BA with garage
Only $900 a month

Call (434) 385-1391
for viewing
www.dszechini.com
DSZ Properties, LC

Hours: Mon-Fri 8AM - 5:30 PM
4913 Richmond Hwy, Lynchburg, VA 24504
Directions - Leaving River Ridge Mall heading East on 460.
3 miles on the left, across from Shell store.
Close to new 29 North - Bypass
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FREE state inspection with oil change
Oil change $29.95 (up to 5 quarts)
No hidden fees
One coupon per customer
Offer valid through May 30, 2009
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B.N. conference becomes a circus
Mattison Brooks
OPINION REPORTER

An international conference on racism
at first glance seems like a worthy goal.
Nations come from all over to civilly
discuss the numerous problems they
experience internally with the various
groups that inhabit their countries. The
plan was for each nation's respective
leaders to express their feelings and ideas
on racial issues and discrimination to an
international audience.
It would be a "shining example of
international unity against discrimination,"
according to the United Nations secretary
general from South Korea, Ban-Ki Moon.
But this conference would become a lesson
in the meaning of irony.
What the world witnessed will probably
go down as one of the worst public relations
nightmares in United Nations history. The
first speaker of the conference was a man
who likes to refer to the Holocaust as a
myth and wants to "wipe off the map" a
certain nation filled with Jews. That's right,
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
was the first speaker at the United Nations
conference on racism.
And people seriously wondered why
Germany, Canada, Israel, Italy, New
Zealand and the United States boycotted
the conference.
The day's proceedings would unfold like
the events of a circus act.
First, President Ahmadinejad took
the center stage, and within seconds, a
few thrown items and chants of "you're a
racist" began to rain down on him from a
British-accented man wearing a clown wig.

Seconds later, another wigged British man
appeared, echoing his first countryman
clown's charge against the speaker. Then
more Brits on the balcony began to shout
"racist!"
. The circus then entered its second act,*
as Ahmadinejad proceeded to bless the
opening day's events with a short prayer.
While security dragged the protesting Brits
out into the halls, the Iranian president
uttered the words Allah be praised," as the
words "racist!" echoed from the hallway.
An awkward smile smudged
Ahmadinejad's face and his speech began.
The President proceeded to single out
the nation of Israel as a racist state, a "regime
most cruel" who has "made an entire nation
homeless." One by one,'the French, British
and representatives from almost every
other self-respecting Western nation rose
out of their chairs and marched quietly
out the doors. The unfazed president
continued his anti-Semitic diatribe as
several Arab and African nations began to
cheer and clap Cue curtains, end scene.
It is worth asking, what exactly just
happened there. More importantly, who is
the genius that thought it would be good to
let a Holocaust denier on stage to discuss
racism, on the week ofthe 64th anniversary
of the Holocaust? The planners did not
even try to schedule him for a later speaking
engagement. He was thefirstspeaker of the
entire conference. That is like launching a
space ship backwards - it could only go
down from there.

is naive at best and negligent at worst. I've
seen geographical fault lines more unified
than those in attendance at the U.N.
conference.
This demonstrates what the western
world has known all along: the West will
not tolerate racism, but apparently the
Arabs and half of Africa will. According to
Amnesty International, the world's worst
abusers of human rights for the past four
years have come from African nations, and
the lowest success in human freedoms and
women's rights come from nations such as
Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia and Egypt. So is
there anyone who is really shocked at the
event's outcome?
From the beginning, this conference
was doomed to fail. With little or no
western support, what can probably be
expected to happen is nothing more than
glorified grandstanding and anti-Semitic
lectures from the four angry corners of the
world. All the while, western countries will
have theirfingersin their ears, sitting in the
corner, drowning out the noise with their
incessant muttering about piracy, terrorism
or whatever happens to be the greatest
threat to life that week.

9

The effects of this international
conference are clear. Whatever credibility
the United Nations had, just went up in the
smoking barrel aimed precariously at its
own feet.

1

Not only does the United Nations
look foolish but it also looks divided. To
put any weight behind the notion that a
racism conference would unite countries
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Contact Mattison Brooks at
embrooks@liberty.edu.
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Unexpected inspiration:
Susan Boyle sings
Rachet Barker
OPINION REPORTER

The world watched with bated breath
as an unfortunate-looking older woman
took her place on stage. Viewers were
filled with shock and amazement as their
expressions of ridicule quickly changed
to tears of glee.
Susan Boyle became an instant star
as the lyrics to "I Dreamed a Dream"
emerged in beautiful contrast to her
unusual appearance. Her performance
on the television show Britain's Got
Talent has scored over 20 million views
on YbuTube, and has been talked and
blogged about by people all over the
globe, according to The New York
Times. Boyle's story of inspiration has
touched the lives ofmany and continues
to evoke tears.
Boyle is far from a typical pop star.
According to the New York Times, Boyle
is a 47-year-old unemployed Scottish
woman who lives alorte with her cat
Pebbles. She informed the program that
she is unmarried and never been kissed,
and up until her moving performance,
the homely church volunteer had only
sung in her local church, according to
the New York Times.
Through Boyle's movingperformance,
the world was reminded that talent
should be more important than how
well a person looks on a CD cover.
What consists of being a recording artist
has become far removed from merely
encompassing talent and expressing
yourself through that talent.

that pretty voices come only in pretty
packages," according to the Chicago
Tribune.
Boyle has shattered previous
stereotypes with her simple dream and
has helped us become aware of our
frequent judgments and preconceived
notions.
"Boyle has shattered prejudices about
the connection between age, appearance
and talent. She has proved that you
don't have to be young and glamorous
to be talented, and recognized as such,"
according to BBC News.
We tend to believe that it is vital to
be young and beautiful in order to be
successful in the artistic world, but Susan
Boyle hasproved us wrong. Hopefully
this phenomenon will affect the way
we view others in the future. Let us not,
as they say, judge books by their cover,
but appreciate them for what is on the
inside.
We appear to be in constant
pursuit for someone or something-to
catapult our hopes and dreams into an
achievable reality, whether it is a song,
a poem or even a middle-aged Scottish
woman singing her heart out. Although
her appearance is not what we expect
from celebrities, Boyle's rendition of a
Broadway classic gavefellowcontestants
a run for their money. Viewers were
ready to respond with judgment and
disgust, but what we all received was a
much-needed lesson.
Contact Rachel Barker at
rebarker@liberty.edu.

Susan Boyle's debut came as
a shock because we've come to assume

Random acts of kidney...
err, kindness on campus
Christopher Scott
OPINION REPORTER

Opening a door for a lady, allowing someone to use your cell
phone, lending a pencil in class — all of these charitable acts put
no real expense on the benefactor's present situation, yet they can
mean a whole lot to a person in need. In fact, small acts ofkindness
even have a tendency to save lives.
Such is the case with organ donors, who are people that simply
sign their names to a piece ofpaper, forfeiting the luxury ofkeeping
their posthumous organs — items most people can certainly do
without after death.
The students of Liberty
University have recently
taken a new interest in this
particular form of strangerto-stranger kindness, thanks
to communication students
Brad Brownson, Jessica Black,
Derek Lisko and Ben Taylor,
who have taken it upon
themselves to create an organ
donation awareness campaign
for their public relations class.
"Every day, thousands of
people die because they are
unable to have organ and
tissue transplant surgeries,"
Brownson said.
Brownson and his team were able to sign up over 60 Liberty
students to become organ donors during the short time. Their
booth opened on Wednesday, April 15 where the group operated
until Friday, April 17.
"By becoming a donor, people can save lives and impact the
lives of others even after they die. From a Christian perspective,
becoming an organ donor seems right because it is a selfless act
of kindness that can have a major impact on those who are in
desperate need of help," Brownson said.
The group worked in conjunction with LifeNet Health, a nonprofit organization that specializes in organ and tissue banking. The
organization supplied them with brochures, pens, bracelets and
other promotional materials to raise awareness among students.

Wow. Is this really it? Are we almost done with this
semester?
I am feeling particularly nostalgic today, despite

THE
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While encouraging students to sign up, the group frequently
came across students who were hesitant about donating because
of (he common fear they held of receiving poorer treatment from
doctors as a result of organ donor status. The group, which set up
last week in the main hallway of DeMoss, aimed at erasing those
fears.
"We changed this perception by just basically talking to them
and explaining that a doctor's main objective is to save a person's
life," Brownson explained. 'A doctor in charge of organ transplants
is a different doctor than one that would be trying to save someone
who had been in a serious accident."
The bottom line is that doctors will do anything to save a patient's
life and an individual's donor
status has no bearing on the
treatment they will receive.
"Once people understood
that doctors would do
everything they could to save
patients' lives, and that they
weren't at risk for receiving
unfair treatment just because
they were an organ donor,
people became a lot more
receptive to becoming a
donor," said Brownson.
What would life be like
without the stranger-tostranger kindness that cushions society? Imagine a world full of
Ebenezer Scrooges. What would happen if someone ran outof
gas on the highway, and nobody stopped to help? Or if someone
were to forget to bring a No. 2 pencil to class during exam day, and
no one offered to lend a spare?
The answers to these simple questions leave us no doubt that
small acts of kindness directed at random strangers are indeed
crucial to our society.
Contact Chris Scott at
cmscott@liberty.edu.

soon. Missing these amazing people that have shaped my

This is my "slowest but fastest" theory in a nutshell. In

life Is half of what makes my time at Liberty crawl like a

January, I was wondering how I was going to get through

c.iHeinc deprived math major.

four months of not being with my family and friends back

tlie chaos that is swirling around me in the office. This

The other half of the "slowest" equation is the amount

home. Now that it is almost May, I look hack and wonder

semester lias been o n e of the slowest but tastest of my

of schoolwoi k I have to keep up with, on top of all the

w licit' the time went and what I'm going to do without in)

college career.

extra work and activities that somehow work their way

girls and the friendships I have cultivated here at Liberty.

Slowest but fastest, you might ask? I hat is a logical

into my schedule. 1'lodding through a week laden with

contradiction, Miss Hdilor in Chief, you might scotf.

papers, graphic design projects and editing the newspaper

Whether you are graduating and looking forward to a new

However, I propose that the term "slowest but fastest"

makes the minute hand on the clock slower than a grizzly

job or are returning in the fall and just want some sleep

is one of the most frequent p h e n o m e n o n in a college

bear's metabolism in the wintertime. Any self-respecting

and sun during June and July, remember my "slowest but

student's life.

college student can attest to this fact.

We are out of here in less than two weeks, guys.

fastest" theory. l i m e Hies when you are having tun, but
even when it is crawling, remember to lind the good in the

I live across the country in a town called Spokane,

However, this turtle-like pace is counteracted with the

Wash. Since I am so far away from home when 1 am here

jackrabbit speed that friendships and extracurricular

at Liberty, that makes it all the more hard to leave alter

activities take, fiver noticed how a weekend Hies by alter

Live in the moment, but always keep the future in mind.

Christmas and summer break come to an end.

monotonous.

you and your friends saw a double feature at the dollar

That way, you won I mivs out on anything the l o r d has tor

Even though ! am not the type of person to acclimate to

theater, painted I In rock, ate at Waterstoue 1'uza ami

you.

change quickly, it has become a little bit easier to leave my

listened to au obscure but awesome band at the White

(unity and core group of friends behind, if only because I

Hart? There seems to he no time tor homework because it

take comfort in the thought that 1 will see them again very

passes you by so quickly.

Enjoy your Miuimcr, and 111 see you next fall!

In i cad more I ;i unit he Desk art ides, vi.iitliomthedesk
baker.blogspot.com.
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Horrific groans accompany an incessant rattlc«taMat.
Hunched frames stir, their bloodshot eyes barely visible
in the pale light emanating from a flickering screen.
It is z a«m., and all grows dark as the computer lab
releases sleep^starved students into the night.

Over time, it take.1, more and more
to teed the inner energy fiend. It is
OPINION EDITOR
when the body begins to require over
Mumbling incoherent phrases, 600 milligrams of caffeine to operate,
these zombified collegians begin the according to the Associated Content
long lurch home. But no rest will come article, that the bunny becomes a
as these consumers of caffeine embark beast.
As the internal caffeine-concocted
on an all-night academic feast.
Dawn comes to the sleepless hordes, transformation takes places, the initial
which by some act of God have not stages of academic zombification
gone into an energy-drink-induced begin to manifest themselves. The
coma. However, caffeine substance warning signs include a heightened '
abuse is not without repercussions. . sense of anxiety, insomnia and
Overconsumption of succulent jitteriness, according to the Associated
stimulants, such as coffee and energy Content article.
The thought process begins to
beverages, runs the risk of breeding
jumble
and focus fades, but the evercaffeine dependency. On top of
increasing urinary habits, caffeine diligent studentplows forward as night
affects both the cardiovascular' and becomes day, and day becomes night,
nervous system, according to an and all sense oftime blurs. Deprivation
ofsleep summons a student's brain and
Associated Content health article.
Sure, the initial energy surge can body to tread further down the path of
make one as perky as a bunny in zombification.
Neuropsychological
tests
of
spring, but at the same time, the body
sleep
deprivation
reveal
"significant
begins to build up a caffeine tolerance.

Tim Mattingty

nighter cannot simply be overcome by
caffeine, claims the NINDS.
But student zombies do not listen
to such caveats. All they hear is the
brewing of coffee and the cracking
open of energy beverages, as they
hunger to devour both studies and
papers.
Restless are the nights of zombified
sleep deprivation at the hands of
exuberant caffeine consumption.
And the mornings following all-night
academic excursions bring no peace.
Finals week cranes its head and issues
forth a fresh infestation of students,
mindlessly
wandering
camp
corridors, while spewing gibb
and drool.

impairments" to frontal lobe function,
according to a medical abstract on
websciences.org. As a result, brainto-tongue coordination becomes a
casualty over extended periods of
sleeplessness. Thus, students begin to
mumble zombie-like incoherences, as
they grunt their way through research
papers and study.
Not only will a sleep-deprived
student speak like a zombie, they also
experience a similar decrease in motor
skills and reasoning. In fact, studies
found sleep deprivation to be worse
than intoxication, according to the
National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke (N1NDS).
The constant influx of caffeine
into the bloodstream mixed with
extreme sleep deprivation can cause
curious side effects. The deprived
individuals will hear things, see things
and say things that just do not make
sense because their senses are shot.
Additionally, these ailments of the all-

'

Contact TimMattinglyat
tmattingly@liber

Twitter: next step in f V p r o g r a m i n g cashes
social site evolution
i n on b a d economy
updates for friends, family and followers.
So what makes Twitter different
from the lengthy list of status updates you
2:46 a.m.: "3 years of wasted memories, see whenever you log on to Facebook?
The format is the same, the messages
how could she be so <3-less?"
1:29 p.m.: "ull nvr believe the bling 1 just are identical, but the one key difference
separating Twitter from the juggernauts
got in my Cracker Jacks box."
of Internet applications is the addition or
8:14 p.m.: "man I look good."
Excerpts from Kanye West's diary? Nah. approval of friends. While it is true that
Parts ofa conversation with grandma? Not not everyone who calls you a "friend" on
this time. This is a just quick glance of any Facebook actually know who you are,
given day's Twitter updates. Twitter is the there is at least a small envelope of privacy.
revolutionary new "killer app" on the Web. Twitter, on the other hand, is open to
A "killer app" is an Internet application anyone. This makes it more of a newscast
. that is "innovative and often represent(s) than a status update.
the first of a new breed" and is "extremely
Twitter is where the world is headed.
successful," according to pcmag.com.
Information is more readily available now
So how does Twitter work? Think than ever. This reality rings true with each
Facebook status updates meet text new Internet "hit." Remember Xanga?
messages with lots of caffeine. Twitter is A full-fledged blog for all of your close
referred.to as a "micro-blog." Users are friends to read. Then we grew up and
given the opportunity to share thoughts enlisted the help of buddy infofromAIM.
with followers in a 140-character allotment. Next was MySpace, which made it much
It is not uncommon-tor active users to post easier to hand out information to anyone
multiple times throughout a day. Thomas who wanted a peek. Soon afterwards
Road Baptist Church's own Jonathan came Facebook, the bridge that took us
Falwell (screenname: jonathanfalwell), to Twitter. Twitter isn't exactly the "new
Facebook," but it has widened the lanes.of
posted 11 times this past Wednesday.
Tweets, the official name for Twitter the information age. In 2004, people could
posts, have been used for everything from glance over a page of thoughts from close
basketball ticket offers from Shaquille friends. In 2009, we can see what Britney
O'Neal to marriage proposals. Even Spears cooked for supper.
• the government has gotten involved.
Facebook has already offered to buy
San Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom Twitter, but apparently at the wrong price,
announced that he •would be running for according to media news' blogger Kara
governor through Twitter, and the State Swisher. It will be interesting to see what
Department just publicized that it would happens as Facebook and Twitter battle it
bring Twitter to Baghdad in an effort to out for cyberspace supremacy.
boost the area's technological repertoire.
Contact Ryan Mercer at
Most commonly, however, posts are

Ryan Mercer

CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

rlmercer@liberty.edu.

Goldberg also went on to say that they consulted with labor
attorneys to cover their bases.
We've got an employment expert and business consultant to
In the world of reality shows, nothing is sacred. The Daily work with us through this process. There is a professional involved
Variety recently announced Fox would air a new show called that brings the show an element of credibility," he said.
While there is no argument here that the show is shockingly
"Someone's Gotta Go," in which employees in troubled small
insensitive,
the idea is brilliant from a business perspective. The
companies will compete to keep their jobs, while choosing who
economy is on everyone's mind, so why not showcase that in
will be terminated.
Endemol USA is behind the series, and Fox reality chief Mike a reality show, like other popular issues? An employee at the
Darnell calls it "'Survivor' meets 'The Office." Fox has not set an company will lose his or her job anyway, so maybe the reality show
airdate, but the show is expected to air as soon as the end of the can provide them with other opportunities.
The controversy spikes interest, and whether you are disgusted
summer, as reported on foxreality.com.
Over the last past year, unemployment rates were up in all 50 at this concept or not, the only thing that really matters is whether
states and the District of Columbia, according to the Bureau of you tune in when it airs. As cliche at it sounds, ratings make the
Labor Statistics. The cruel reality of this recession has hit home to reality world go round.
most Americans, especially those facing pay cuts, layoffs and even
bankruptcy.
Contact Elisabeth Garman at
With that said, it is bad taste for any network to highlight this
ejgarman@liberty.edu.
sensitive issue in the form of a reality show. But then again, Fox is
not the first network to see the difficult times as an opportunity.
A current trend in advertising is to mention the recession, and
bankruptcy firms as well as debt consolidation agencies seem to
be cashing in.
The classless genre of the reality show is here to stay, i — •
Other shows focus on some type of addiction or problem
and watch people get better (or worse) as in "Celebrity
Rehab" or "Diet Tribe." People tune in to watch the tears,
the drama and the excitement.
In the new Fox series, Darnell has tapped into a new
concept of what goes on in a professional office and threw
in a competition to keep their current jobs. Of course, the
idea lacks taste, but it is a recipe for success, combining a
relatable issue, plus participants who are almost guaranteed
to cry and fight —voila, reality show perfection.
M a n a g e Therapy Associates
Endemol North America Chairman David Goldberg
" 3 2 4 Church Srroof
argued that this concept would actually help the business
Downtown Lynchburg
owners, in an interview with 'Die Daily Variety. "As a boss
Call tor appoir.Trs&nf:
myself, I don't want to have to make those decisions. It's safe
B45-1541
to say that it hasn't been difficult to find companies willing
wm x'Jyrchbarflfir.tHsaga.cctra
to participate," he said.

Elisabeth Gorman
OPINION REPORTER

Massage Therapy

SPECIAL

STUDENT THERAPIST
1 HOUR $ 3 5

Mayflower Storage
2707 Mayflower Drive • 24 hour access

Rooms available graduation
weekend

STUDENT SPECIAL
10'xlO' Unit
Four Months

$200.00

• Come by Office at 2711 Mayflower Drive
• 2 miles from campus
•Call: (434) 528-4733

(434) 660-5515
(weekends)
•All Major Credit Cards Accepted

BROWNSTONE
PROPEKTIE^INC

We Proudly Offer
• Single Family Hptr«s
• Tpwnljpines/Apartments
• Short Term Rentals

• Optional Washer/Dryer
• I all tor current Specials

Visit us online at
www.bnnviw,
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7316 Timberlake Road
(434) 239-6464
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PREACHING WITH A PIGSKIN • B2 Mi
BEST OF FLAMES PHOTOS
B3
JENNINGS G O l i i D JAX
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chaplain Ed Gomes. See B2.

REMINDER

Check out B3'for the best of the best
sports action shots from 2008-2009.
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Former Flames RB Rashad Jennings was
selected in 2009 NFL Draft on Saturday.

CH/1MPIONSPORTS
THE SWEDISH
CONNECTION:
Pettersson, Karlsson
take Liberty golf
by storm
I JAKE PETERSEN, SPORTS EDITOR I •.-

Growing up in Kalmar, Sweden, Liberty freshmen
golfers Tobias Pettersson and Robert Karlsson had
no idea that the game ofgolfwould bring them both
| | | | | e | | a m e college. It is no surprise that the pair of
Swedes grew up just a few milesfromeach other and
teamed up to form one of the most prestigious golf
club teams in Sweden. What is- a surprise is the immediate impact the duo has had on Liberty golf in
their short time here on 1 ibeit\ Mountain,-a*i!heJ.5
Flames, are currendy ranked No. 126 in Golfweek
Magazines recent collegiate rankings and capped
| | | | | | | i p e a s o n with a second placefinishat trie Big;
gg||SK|mpionship, •
|||l|rasjPettersson, 21, who arrived first at Liberty
|u|||y|^|jl semester after catching the attention of
^ ^ n e ^ e a d Coach Jeff Thomas. Standing around,6-foot-3 with a wiry frame with long, blonde locks
:and blue-eyes, Pettersson was shocked when he
| | | | | | | s | > n i c i a l visittoLynchburg at the endofthespring semester and found a seemingly barren CamV'

fiiiiiiii
^ ^ ^ g h e l e s s , Thoma^^pSschance on Petters;;s(^^MSpis|^sj^n'5NIay ^- and Pettei sspri'^oo'k^' /
ilhaB^^fflsigned with the Flames;
Mifi|je#nail lookedalfterestjing and we had been •
!-MJdlig|in£Januji \ 1 ebiuan/^id'Mlicli^anli'atfef
i/lcW^gathis tournament history and •.coie\w^yege|dj||||foring him over on an ofliual visit' livMpyft^
^^Ma^fejained'..
^^Slss^tij 20, arrived at the stai tHiklje?sr)ri'ng & "
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f e ^ L team needl^ragM
o'n'Fnday taK^^ffieffl^Ojead. The Bulldogs remester after Pettersso'riput in a gogd^ordjfoi.lijm'l
ripped a do^Diejto left field t6.|l||||Kgame. He sponded with seven unanswered runs to take a 7-2
with Thomas, arid Was lured in by the oppof tumKjS.'
.gstrcak jhcyJiatUosfsoc-h.pl thgii l£$,\'4- jum^m^rj came around lo vtoictuo battei'5|la\ei^on^i single^"
play golfin the United^tatt^^^^M^ave opted to
^^^Mhael,S'ea0^^S^S^Gli.th'e lead. •
^ ^ h e r ^ t ^ ^ a n l e s | b a ^ ^ r | M i ^ 0 f e s ( c o n n g six"
tumprofessi^feftSg^yifJg\^ell enoughtoqu3lit\J£.
|f||||||po're stayed. S l l f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M B n i n g : After unanswered^^^^t"ak|^j8g^ffiiji^ r ''the ninth
'• ^oi*lbVsesf t^Mds^'ofiT™
for the SAS'l^^|r|i|fodranJ-Sweden, but chos3to^ ; |
Jlames"p>ftcr^r^in Long pitched a scoreless'mrith^ •aSrfirfgJ-Gloser Andrew Wilson.eam'pn^hopmg to
follow his Scaiidinavian)-iideki(rKJl]gttei ssoitf-'aerossVw
4 S ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ K 6 s , t -it needed this past • inning, the Flames rally began with a walk toJMatt.',- ||yipl)isteam l e a d i n g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f tjSSiear. But the .
| | | | | | | a | f t i & P i e m to Ubert\|nius'fat5t|^J,*sults j
^JliamS'j*a|foll&^^^^ngle offthe bat of Cur- Bulldogs hat||||ffi|ideas. Three5stea^rSKiEgles tied
have been nothing sluir^otsj^etaLula^r bodV > i , *,
,
•%we&^rKJ|fto *feike ;o\ < ^ j ^ B i g | S o B tli^i^p^jg^^L gl ^n*Rtdll^Lolj|^\ing *ap'iiivOttl\ outs inJ ipitejjjffg^" the game at 8jn|iKJtn T\ Bo\Its rippeda\j|SubIt to'
• Potter ssoii j hjiished^i\_stellai^fall^'a'ion«v\ if hjaiQ;
3^'I.el^toiplStcJrhe'win^*
. lead^thesSahYe.sipiet^up^V^
win at the OD_I^Seas^f^Prnvitatw^Whil^^/ls:AS
rung umovYiIson..
J a c pan. ^ w dtfim* nt-yTMnv*
son made his Fhmes deb,iit-.it tlie?tW95RiLc Interj-;
took'the
loss
for
the
* hrst 1 ^ iJecisiori"o\ti'th\1
collegiate, finishing in a4hre^Way5^^r.ihird high*g]aiTn"?s," h'is^s?i£onllp lighl<.d b\ \sec^jKl liujrid5it6"^a^Kspn^soIidplVT*
•'^'irgyjj^^li HoRiesW^
£or'thc?ycai^Y-^
S^th^l lariTOs;ha^U)tlbcateh1
•^nnhue^ ! tlirbjglipW^h^r^ng^
It'lTng, ] Flames
^^^^^:*c^O(f(rrarid-l
i o B a f t i irfedalist hpn^stfi;back-to-back tournav
looked to g'et.jjalk'3 ^'lenfs*pysCiAilCen '0 Ie\ chnJ GoihPalmel^nuta,^;
^r^^^^^t^^?dfe
>
|tii^^TOdtheFirstMaf|:e^an^^i;collegiate) and
track 'Saturday in'
Webb Bulldo"gs4|M]S^^
rack up Big South Freshman ofthe Year hon,yr#^bi
game two andjlie")-\ ^^B^ically; (corning here) was a ^ e a ^ a n c e j o ^
^fentcj.'Te.ySs^^
unit hukji^aTCig* ^^^^evelop|my«-golfganie kailssbn"SijJ«iJt^iir
wa\ Klci^Bieaniij igre^Tsi-hool ind jftei ii'kingtoaguvtiJimiri^Lkjb*-';
^•^irw^vfceir "st^tocijjutifla'
C
iint?nuediJ:p_.s\\ ing i m Sweden;whjc^feddl|^o^t6^pln in the Ujited-.;
^^slmw^ye'dhtedjui'a^-tlyo;
a ughteouslv^hot!' States and legietted it. 1 *. elided to (.OTn^nadjiotlJj
^^igiiii^rigjhjtl.okieSlroni'
'bafcasgfre AJrove "in -'; ingtplose.":
^tlj^!toiri ; : '"X 3ast' C,onf
||||nins^and Tim
"They have been out pt high schoolifojfflwti^ieafs *t>>tei ei^ej; - s A('C^l^iji Va'de*]'
Rotola hit his first' so essentially they re ;juniprs§i§h( mi is said' v-th'ev, ,
^^^^^orfcStadium.for a;
home
iun
of-*thV
have
a lot o f e ^ ^ ^ i c e and have been able totfn'afej^
|||iiig||game. :
year to pace the'of^ ^ ^ p & o n to college easier then most fre.slimen:,,v
^^\ y ifginia/^eh'lli'iJJvy.ini
§
|
|
§
l
|
|
i
|
|
|
••
•
fense.
Converted
Robert
and Tobias krijrpv^ftheir goals; are,: arid
gffiS?6f tlieJlast-siymeetmgs,
• -\
^ ^ ^ e ^ y ^ ^ e a m a t m e A p and sent the Flames first baseman Shawn Teufel went six" strong innings, mey'refocuseddnthem."
between the^^p|m^^gl^
;
Interestingly
enough, tlie cfose pair grew up?]ustij
allowing'only
one
run
while
striking
out
eight
to
^
^
^
^
e
h
a
p
p
y
as
he
launched
a
3-2
fastball
from
. • cluding-^^^S^Oiat WorthiSg^^ladium (8-2
;
miles apart from each gther&iid attended different
Ben.Rpwen 6yer:the,fence:in left for the victory. win his sixth game in a row and ranjiis record to
S ^ f ^ frairT-OOV7*JS' &y• |*
^ ^ ^ a b ' o l s . In Sweden, students can choose Which,
;. The-FlamesgotorTto a rousing . s t a r t l ^ ^ ^ ^ S Bream finished: the game 2-for-4 with three RBIs 7-1 on the year as the Flames torched the Bulldogs
high' school they want to go to depending on wKat.",.^
^ 6 n d 6 n n i n g i a s ^ ^ u ^ S ^ | Brown took a Rhe'tt and Long;p'K|||pipihis firstvictory of the season.
major'they want to study, so PetteKS^^hpse' Lars ;
;•• Ballardfastballandjd^^^pd'it over the fence onto ".> Liberty kept the good times rolung as they head|j||l||fn'to Boiling Springs, N.C. to face offwith the
Both teams were looking to win the rubber match
Regents Parkway forah early..1.-0lead..,,;.;
Kagg High School whileKarlsson attended nearby '
- : The; Mbk|l|pSppnded in thefifthagainst Flames .GardnerWebb. The Flames got off to a good start Sunday, and it showed early as the.Elames jumped '
see SWEDES on*B5' -^
freshman, starter. 'Sh^SKDpugal.. After.;.;S_teye
out to an early 2-0 lead thanks to a single by Tyler-;

ssisiP

MEN'S
ioiF t-

. All-conference honoree Robert Karlsson tied for 26th and supporting all-conference honoree freshman Tobias Pettersson and junior Nathan Schenz-Davis
also placed low, as each tied for 29th on
the first day. Senior Jay Calvo finished
tied for 35th out of 40 total golfers.
Coastal Carolina held a seven-shot
lead over Gardner-Webb to remain in
first place .after thefirstday.
The second day was highlighted by
the Flames', comeback. Liberty climbed
into the competition by shooting the
second lowest team round of the day.
The second-day boost propelled the
II CHRIS MCNAIR, SPORTS REPORTER I
Flames out of last place and into third
, place overall.
Oji thefinalda$ Liberty shot the second lowThe blazing sun shined brightly over the greens
lof the Patriot Club in Ninety-Six, S.C. last week est score in consecutive days, passing Gardneras the Liberty University golf team competed in Webb to finish the BSC tournament in second
place. Coastal Carolina won thetournamentby
me Big South Conference Championship.
The three-day event took an early dip for the 31 strokes.
Dembowiak earned all-conference honors
Flames, putting them behind the leaders by 21
and finished tied for sixth, shooting 10-over par.
itrokes after the opening day.
On thefirstday of the tournament, every Lib- Karlsson, the recently crowned Big South Fresherty golfer, with the exception of sophomore man of the Year, finished tied for 12th place,
Preston Dembowiak, had a rocky start. Dem- Schenz-Davis tied for 21st and Pettersson tied
bowiak tied for 12th and paced the Flamefiveat for 25th. Calvo finished last out of the Liberty

LIBERTY BOUNCES
BACK; FINISHES
SECOND AT BSC

competitors and tied for 29th.
The 22nd Annual Cavalier Classic was sched; uled to be held Saturday and Sunday at the Birdwood Golf Course located in Charlottesville, •:•
Va., but due to lightning in the, Charlottesville
area, the final round of the event was unable to
be completed.As a result of the stoppage of play, Saturday's
scores became final, giving South Carolina a
seven-stroke win over Virginia.
Liberty finished 14th place out of 18 teams
after play ended on Saturday. Karlsson tied for
28th at two-over par, while Dembowiak and
teammate Calvo tied for 46th at four-over par.
Jordan Frye and Jacob Singletonfinishedin 77th
and 92nd, respectively.
Chris Watters competed as an individual and
tied for ninth place after shooting one under par.
The tournament brings to a close a Flames season that saw them finish in the top three in five
of their nine tournaments played, including one
win at the First Market Bank Intercollegiate.
Contact Chris McNair at
cjmcnairfSliherty.edu

to

Gomes
Though he never stepped foot on trce ;
gridiron, formeRiRames feashetbj
player Ed Gomes mirijsters "j»
members or the Liberty football*
team on a daily basis, hoping to train
Champions for Christ.

MITHCELLMALCHEFF. CONTRIBUTING REPORTER !
For most football fans, about the only
similarity that faith shares with football
is the obvious... Sunday. For Liberty
University football chaplain Ed Gomes,
though, the parallels go far deeper.
Gomes' involvement in athletics started
on a different kind of competitive field;
one made out of hardwood that stretches
94 feet from endline to endline. He was
pretty good too, good enough to earn a full
basketball scholarship to Liberty, back then
Lynchburg Raptist College. There was no
Big South back when Gomes started his
college career in 1974 as a point guard.
For that matter, there was no Vines Center.
They played their games at Jefferson Forest
High School against colleges like Shepherd,
Winchester and Hampden-Sydney.
Traces of Gomes' athleticism are still
evident. The big hands of a basketball
player and a trim waistline stand in sharp
juxtaposition to a graying moustache
and bald head. Tliough he never played
football, his years on the court have given

him a unique way to relate to athletes of a
different kind.
"My whole life has been involved with
basketball, and some folks will say, what
in the world are you doing involved with
football?" Gomes said. "The principles of
winning or losing are basically the same
... instead of a basketball court, you've got
a football field. I enjoy relating principles
that relate to athletics to life."
Tliough he may not understand the
intricacies of a Cover Two defense or
the West Coast offense, Gomes certainly
sounds like a coach as he discusses what
his role as chaplain is. His voice picks up
in both intensity and volume when he
opens up on his favorite subject; what he
terms whole person development. This is
Gomes' real work within the team, coaxing
them to prepare a game plan not just for
thefield,but tor life.
"I may ask what kind of game plan does
Coach Gillespie [the teams's strength
coach] have for you in the weight room or

what kind ofgame plan [do] your professors
have for you in the class room, and I'll use
that as a springboard to ask what kind of
game plan do you have in your spiritual
life? What kind ofgame plan do you have
in your social life?" Gomes said. "We open
up against West Virginia and 1 don't think
they're worried about how many Bible
verses we're reading or how much, time
we're spending in prayer, but again I use
football ... to talk abo.ut what's going on in
[their] spiritual life."
That game against the Mountaineers
that Gomes references is another sign of
the turnaround that has taken place since
Coach Danny Rocco arrived in 2006, the
same year that Gomes became chaplain.
A near miss against Wake Forest in 2007
and a 10-2 record in 2008 have many
wondering just how high this team can
climb. Knocking off the Mountaineers in
Morgantown would be an apt sign that
maybe the summit is within reach.
A willingness to take on the big boys

of college football isn't the only indicator
of the beginnings of a healthy program.
Running back Rashad Jennings, a 6-foot1, 230-pound bulldozer who rushed for
1,500 yards on the way to picking up
Big South Offensive Player of the Year
honors, was taken in the seventh round in
Saturday's NFL draft by the Jacksonville
Jaguars.Jennings will join former teammate
Vince Redd in the NFL, a linebacker who
signed with the New England Patriots
after going undrafted in 2008. Though
the talent ofJennings and Redd is evident,
Gomes believes that the team's emphasis
on character played a larger role in their
success than many realize.
"When the scouts come, they ask the
coaches, what about his character? ... We
talk to our guys about real life ... and ifthey
don't develop good patterns then they're
not going to go to the next level because
there is such an emphasis oh character [in
the NFL].
Though character may not show up

on the stat sheet, the Flames have seen
evidence of its importance and have gone
so far as to present the Luke 2:52 award
at the end of each year to a player who
displays the whole person development
that Gomes and the rest of the coaching
staff stress. And though Gomes may not
play a part in diagramming X's and O's on
the field, he will be there every step of the
way as Rocco and the Flames continue
to build on their early success and work
toward their ultimate goal, which according
to Gomes is a lofty one.
"The dream is alive ... why not win a
I-AA national championship, why not win
a division one championship ... why not
Liberty?"

Contact Mitchell Malcheff at
mjmalcheff@liberty.edu.
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DOC'S BBQ

hanThe Liberty Champion would like to

B10W0UT!

han you Thank yo

Join us on the Doc's lawn for
food and music!
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Thursday April 30th
(Reading Day)
11:00-3:00 pm
Music by Rory Tyer
& Ben Anspach

Only $5 for ribs, corn on the
cob, sweet potato fries, and
a drink.
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thank our sponsors for the 2009
^MF.

Spring Semester.

h

AAAA Self Storage • Absolute
Tanning • Adventure Games • All Wedding Essentials •Author's Flower
Shop • Ayers Auto Services • Browns
Properties • Century 21,
Timberlake • Center for M. E* • Christian
Counseling Service • Crescent
Townhomes • Dominos Pizza • Fieldstone
Manor • General Store and Inn • Gentle
Dental Care • Hiker's Outpost • Ideal Storage • International BioResources • Jazz
Street Grill • Liberty FACS Department • LU
Dinning Services • Massage
Therapy Associates • Mayflower
Storage • McDonalds • Office of Student
Leadership • Old Mill Townhomes • Painted Forest • Response Mind • S. G. Edwards
Inc • Sakina's • SHRM Society • Smile
for Africa • Snowshoe Mountain Ski
Resort • Spring House Restaurant • Student
Activities • The Education and Research
Foundation * Thomas Road Baptist
Church • Tournesol Tanning Studio • US
Army Chaplaincy • US Cellular • Walden
Pond Apartments • Wintergreen Ski Resort
•
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PLEASE SHOW YOUR SUPPORT TO THESE LOCAL BUSINESSES.
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Fantastic freshman - Fresjjpan Seth Curry scored 35 points in a game at VMI earlier in, the season and
racked up Big South Fresjjfnan of the Year accolades following a season where he led the nation's
• freshmen in scoring at 2«E points per game.

^ ^ ^ i t i e s - LJSpty students get their game faces painted on before a football ga
Stadiurrvin thJlall.

tlanga has run his way to the t'^pMf the tract? and cross
second at the 2009 Cross Country Championship in the fall
rjylkd in the 10K this past Friday at.
^ga^Bjgj^
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
PRESENTS
SATURDAY MAY 2, 2009
CAMP HYDEAWAY

8:00AM
students early registration: $12
students race day registration: $15
register online at www.raceit.com

Jlfountain loK
TRAIL RACE

4:00PM

Saturday may 2

game • prizes • tshirts

Student
Activities

Falwell Farm

dinner provided
bring your bathing suits and fishing pole

For more information call 434.592.3061
visit our website at www.liberty.edu/studentactivities
or email studentactivitiesinfo@liberty.edu
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SWEDES
Continued from B1
Jenny Nystrom High School.
And since there are no organized
golf teams at the high school
level, Karlsson and Pettersson
instead played together at nearby
Kalmar Golf Club throughout
their teenage years, eventually
teaming and forming one of the
most prestigious club teams in
Sweden.
"We have so many great
memories traveling around
together," Pettersson said. "The
best was this one tournament we
played in at Barseback (which
hosted the 2003 Solheim Cup
and the Scandinavian Masters).
We got in the tournament and
played really well and almost
won."
For college golf teams, and
even the PGA TOUR, Sweden
has become a pipeline for
recruiting and future super
stars. Karlsson and Pettersson
are prime examples of the talent
that exists overseas. Three of
their teammates at the Kalmar
Golf Club have since caught
on at other colleges in the
States (Johan and Andreas
Andersson at NAIA school
Southern Nazarene and Malin
Mansson, who is a member of
East Tennessee State's women's
golf team), and the club plans to
develop even more talent to send
to college golf teams around the
U.S. in the future.
"Robert wasn't really recruited
by anyone because he didn't
really have a great junior golf
record. He was kind of a late
bloomer, and we were lucky to
get him," Thomas said.
The late bloomer has given
Thomas a viable No. 1 option
at the top of "his lineup, and
Thomas projects Karlsson,
recruit Max McKay (ranked
No. 78 by Golfweek of all
graduating seniors) and the rest
of the Flames young squad to
have an even better season next
year when the Flames return to

the links.
"We're moving in the right
direction. These are the guys
God chose to bring here, and
we are happy he brought them
here," Thomas said.
Oneofthebiggestadjustments
the Swedes encountered upon
arriving af Liberty had nothing
to do with golf course layouts
or different weather conditions,
but with their loose-fitting golf
attire. It is a well-known fact
that European players are a little
more flamboyant with their
threads than Americans, and
both'Karlsson and Pettersson
are no exception to the trend.
"In Sweden, we are used to
wearing tight shirts that we don't
have to tuck in," Pettersson said.
"Here, we wear really baggy
shirts with longer sleeves and it
took me a while to get used to
actually tucking in my shirt."
While most of their free time
is spent beating golf balls at the
driving range, both Karlsson
and Pettersson are as laid back as
can be off the course. Karlsson
lists shopping at the top of his
interests, while Pettersson prefers
to "just hang out and watch
movies." Both are majoring in
business and hope to somehow
implement their love of golf to
their degree if a career on the
PGA TOUR does not pan out. .
' For this pair of friends, their
golf journey extends into yet
another summer that will
be spent preparing for the
challenges that await each of
them in the fall. And whether it is
fine-tuning their short games or
perfecting their putting strokes,
one thing is evident, Karlsson
says as his face turns bright red.
"In
a match
(against
Pettersson), I'll put my money

Rashad Jennings Express:
Next Stop Jacksonville
Jennings

, Jennings has the credentials to back it up. breakaway speed and \
become 'an •Justlist season, he led I .warty football to the best improvement in the area ol
Apparently, all thai insi
in the NFL" and"' record iii school history, 10-2, along with the BSC
as Jennings finished his three-year career at
i the Weekends draft, step one of that process title.
He couldn't seem to be knocked off his feet in Liberty with 5,633 yards, which ranks second
has been achieved.
Liberty's running back for the past three years his senior campaign, rushing tor 1,500 yards ,\nd best in program history, and 42 career rushing
had to wait a little longer than most had predicted, 17 touchdowns, both BSC and Liberty records touchdowns, which set a new record for the
though, eventually getting selected in the seventh tor a single year. He ranked fifth in the nation . Flames and the BSC.
round by the Jacksonville Jaguars as the 250th in rushing yards per game (13636), sixth in the
Jennings is extremely pleased to be headed
pick. Being drafted in the seventh round doesn't country in scoring (10.36 points per game) and to Jacksonville, and has already gotten to know
bother Jennings one bit, despite being projected 16th in all-purpose yards per game (153.64).
a few players and coaches there. It may not be
as a possible third rounder.
Some may have doubted he could be drafted a coincidence that the head coach who drafted
"People look at what round players get drafted coming out of a small Division I-AA conference, him, Jack Del Rio, also coached him in the
in and like to make a big deal about it, but for me, but the drafting of the 6T", 235-pound running 2009 Under Armour Senior Bowl, where he
I see it as an honor to get drafted, and I'm just back made a statement on Sunday, one that watched Jennings rack up the most yards on the
excited and thrilled to take this next step," Jennings undoubtedly speaks volumes for Jennings as a ground for his team. Jennings also has a strong
said. "It's been an emotional ride now for the last player, but also lends more respect to the Liberty relationship with starting Jaguars running back
Maurice Jones-Drew, who Jennings roomed with
couple days and weeks, but it (has) come to an Flames' football program.
end, and now there's a great new beginning."
Jennings had only positive things to say about while training at the Perfect Competition training
center in south Florida.
As the first player from Liberty to be taken his experience at Liberty.
The future looks bright for Jennings, but he's
"From the coaching staff to the facilities, to the
in the NFL draft in nearly two decades, Coach
made it clear he will not be forgetting where he
Rocco made it clear that Jennings had done coaches and fans, it's been a great place," he said.
everything to prepare himself since the day he
Coach Rocco said he noticed Jennings' came from and what he stands for. Here at Liberty,
came to Liberty.
potential from thefirstday he stepped on the field he is certain to have the same 15,000 standing for
"He. has built his maturity, character and in the spring before his sophomore year. As a him each weekend when he steps onto the field,
leadership up to a high level over the last three former assistant for the New York Jets, Rocco has even though he's replaced the eagle on his helmet
years," Rocco said. "He was a perfect fit to the seen what it takes to compete at the next level, and with a jaguar.
on me.
program. When I came in here, I wanted to run noted, "to his credit and ours, he has developed."
The coach remembered when Jennings came
Contact Jake Petersen at the ball with power and authority." Jennings did
Contact AxelCerny at
to the Flames, "he was somewhere around 250
jtpetersen@liberty.edu. just that in his three years as part of the Flames.
acerny@gmail.com.
As the fourth player ever in Big South (pounds) and was mainly looking to run people
Conference (BSC) history to be drafted into the over, but we cut him down to 230 to increase his

BASEBALL •
Continued from A1
Bream and later a fielding error by
Gardner-Webb third baseman Justin Loyd.
The Bulldogs responded withfiveruns in
their half oithefirst,includingthe firstoftwo
home runs on the day by Ty Boyles, hero
i if Fridays game. Liberty responded with a
run in the second to cut the deficit to 5-3,
but a pair oftwo run innings by GardnerWebb pushed the lead to six at 9-3.
In the sixth inning, Liberty strapped on
their rally caps and started on the comeback
trail. After a pair of runs in the 7th on a
double by Justin Richardson, the Flames
tied things up in the 8th, scoring four runs
on five hits, the biggest of them a grand
slam by senior catcher Enrol Hollinger.
A scoreless 9th inning meant the teams
had to settle in for some extra baseball.
Neither team was able to score in the 10th,
but freshman Trey Wimmer blasted a
fastball from Jake Watts, the fifth GardnerWebb pitcher over the fence for a gamewinning home run in the 11th. Wilson,
who blew the save on Friday, came back

Sunday and pitched four strong innings in
relief, giving up just two runs to earn his
fifth win of the season.
Head Coach Jim Toman was "proud of
his team" for circlingthe wagons attergetting
down by six and offered very high praise for
his senior closer who did yeoman's work
after the loss on Friday
After a non-conference visit to
Charlottesville to face ACC in-state foe
University of Virginia, the Flames play their
final conference road series of the season
when they head down to Conway, S.C. to
face the defending Big South Champion
Coastal Carolina Chanticleers. The
Chanticleers have eliminated the Flames in
the championship round of the Big South
Championship the last two years. The first
game of the series is scheduled for May 1
and will be televised by ESl'NU.
Contact BJ Williams at
bjwilliams@iiberty.edu.
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2007 We were voted 2nd Best Automotive
Repair Shop in "Lynchburg Living Magazine'

Special Graduation Day Buffet

9*if

Fried Rounder
Grilled Honey Ham
Chicken Dijonnaise over Angel Hair Pasta *Qm
Seafood Newburg over Rice PHaf
M
BBQ Baby Back Ribs
Red Bliss Potatoes
Green Beans
Mixed Medley of Vegetables
Corn Pudding
Sweet Potato Casserole
Macaroni & Cheese
large Salad Bar
Assofted Dessert Bar
$18.95 p«r person

s

r and minor automotive repairs
rianddw-

Glenn Huddleston - Certified Master Tech.
Mike Gavin - ASE & GM Certified Tech.

Less than 10 min from LU

Shop Owner: Brenda Ayers

On City Bus Route, stop at entrance

Phone: (434) 845-0060 or (434) 444-5733
Email: ayersautoinc@aol.com

2009 Lakeside Drive
2 BR, 2 1/2 BA with garage
Only $900 a month

Call (434) 385-1391
for viewing

Hours: Mon-Fri 8AM - 5:30 PM
4913 Richmond Hwy, Lynchburg, VA 24504
Directions - Leaving River Ridge Mall heading East on 460
3 miles on the left, across from Shell store.
Close to ne.w 29 North - Bypass

g

Saturday, May 9,2009 • 1 ;OOp.rn-7;OOp.m

Call for Reservations @ 434-993-2475
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www.dszechini.com
DSZ Properties, LC

Q[
3
O
O

FREE state inspection with oil change >
Oil change $29.95 (up to 5 quarts)
No hidden fees i
One coupon per customer •
Offer valid itirough May 30, 2009 J

low uawi/ tfrwestment/
Resident Directors
Lee Bishop E 18, E 17, E 18
Heather Braddock M 33
Carlos Colon E 19, E 20, E 21
Christina Cooper M 3, M 5, M 12
Chris Cortes M 4, MB, M 7
Dustin DuBose M 17, M 23
Elisha Dudley E 9, E 10, E 11
Rebekah Gregory E 8, E 7, E 8
TomHinkleyE13, E 14. E 15
Shannon Kinzie Hotel
Emily Kresge
Danny Lamonte E 22, E 23, E 24
Rachel Marian M 19, M 20
Danielle McCarthy M 1. 2, M 15,16
Leslie Parks E 3. E 4, E 5
Lorl Peele M 21
Dustin Rife E 25, E 26, E 27
Tripp Setliff M 8, M 9, M 25
Matthew Short M 18, M 22
Bliss Spillar Hotel
Courtney Stephens M 29, M 30
Zion Tankard M 13. M 28
Rebekah Taylor M 14, M27
Nate Taylor M 10, M 11, M 26
Kristin Wolfe E 1, E 2. E 12
Emily Woody E 28, E 29, E 30
MikeWynnM31.M32
Resident Assistants
E 10-2 Amanda Thomas
E 10-4 Rebekah Butcher
E 10-4 Amanda Donawho
E 11-2 Jennifer Tarr
E 11-4 Johnna Anberson
E 11-4SteffanSwit2er
E 12-2 Anneke Darting
E 12-4 Holly Freeman
E 12-4 Nicole Wish
E 13-2 Allen Mustian
E 13-4 Roy Badillo Cessa
E 13-4 Kevin Cheung
E 14-2 Nicholas Go
E 14-4 Brandon Milks
E 14-4 Ryan Robertson
E 15-2 Matthew Cameron
E 15-4 Stephen Cribb
E 15-4 Stephen Peters
E 16-2 Cory Hyden
E 18-4 Robert Hardy
E 16-4 Clay Mackie
E 17-2 Timothy Rebert
E 17-4 Robert Bock
E 17-4 Dustin Rhodes
E 18-2 James Dresler
E 18-4 Matthew Homan
E 18-4 Travis Mills
E 19-2 Timothy Thorn
E 19-4 Bradley Blackburn
E 19-4 Dwayne North
E 20-2 Preston Turpin
E 20-4 Matthew Peele
E 20-4 Jacob Whitman
E 21-2 Aaron Crawford
E 21-4 Matthew Pearson
E 21-4 Daniel Smith
E 22-2 Kyle Mullet!
E 22-4 Benjamin Baxley
E 22-4 Stephen Weeks
E 23-2 Nathan Nettekoven
E 23-4 Jesse Perry
E 23-4 Matthew Toogood
E 24-2 Chad Uughlin
E 24-4 James Humphrey
E 24-4 Michael Lumpkin
E 25-2 Taylor Eley
E 25-4 Albert Hedden
E 25-4 Brian Mull
E 26-2 Joshua Vamey
E 26-4 Benjamin Knotts
E 26-4 Joel Ready
E 27-2 Jason Ginsburg
E 27-4 Christopher Kretzer
E 27-4 Matthew O'Meara
E 28-2 Lutesha Campbell
E 28-4 Anastasia Brooks
E 28-4 Lorraine Clason
E 29-2 Deanne lllig
E 29-4 Heather Patterson
E 29-4 Enn Reynolds
E 30-2 Christine Barbera
E 30-4 Kelly Cyrus
E 30-4 Jiflian Zavacky
LI F2 Christina Lilly
LI F3 Allison Kilgore
LI F4 Kristi Negron
LI F5 Elizabeth Griffith
LI M4 Trey Rigdon
LI M5 Tyler McClure
M 01 Krystal Greene
M 01 Emily Mercado
M 02-1 Rebecca Gregorin
M 02-1 Jessica Rife
M 02-2 Danyelle Hudgens
M 02-2 Amanda Sommers
M 03 Rachel Allen
M 03 Natalie Lozano
M 04 Adam Schwenk
M 04 Samuel Cooper Smith
M 05-1 Danielle Kearney
M 05-1 Peggy Warren
M 05-2 Rebekah Shank
M 05-2 Kiera Wortham
M 06 Adam Blosser
M 06 Shane Swanson
M 07-1 Parker Jones
M 07-1 Luis Alberto Lucchini
M 07-2 Christopher Pascarella
M 07-2 Jonathan Turner
i M 08 Charles Bussey
M 06 Lance Green
M 09 Ryan Sebastian
M 09 Aaron-Smith
M 10 Kivett Hicks
M 10 Stephen Richardson
M 11 Brenton Lehman
M 11 Daniel Webb
M 12 Samantha Balandimal
M 12 Megan Chapman
M 13-1 Amber Labar
M 13-2 Heather McFann
M 13-2 Sui Ngun
M 14 Ashley Meckley

M 14 Loise Wanjai
M 15 Chelsea Davis
M15 Rachel McCullough
M 16 Aliesha Benzinger
M 16 Kristin Sones
M 17-2 Joshua Grubbs
M 17-2 Aaron O'Dell
M 18 1 RyanJeffers
M 18-1 James Wright
M 18-2 Brian Banner
M 18-2 Jung Lee
M 19 1 Sharon Forbes
M 19-1 Megan Lowe
M 19-2 Came John
M 19-2 Molly Morgan
M 20-2 Brittany Tencher
M 20-2 Renee Wingert
M 20-3 Jessica Bates
M 20-3 Carmen Goodier
M21-1 Bethany Martin
M 21-1 Sherlee Thomas
M 21-2 Leigh Anna Renslrom
M 21-2 Laura Stewart
M 21-3 Brittany Gross
M 21-3 Cimberly Cummings
M 22-1 Andrew Walker
M 22-1 Jonathan Woods
M 22-2 Christopher Fournier
M 22-2 Ashley Hams
M 22-3 Brandon Ediger
M 22-3 Gregory Forrest
M 23-1 Ryan Cottier
M23-1 Young Novalis
M 23-2 Jameson Becknar
M 23 2 Neil Durnei
M 23 3 Maik Krom
M 23-3 Jason Wallers
M 25-1 Fletcher Abbott
M 25-1 Philip Luca
M 26-2 Levi Baker
M2b-2Dor*ICapUiii
M 25-3 Sean Philpotl
M 25-3 Timothy Yonls

M26-1 Matthew Clark
M 26-1 Joshua Murray
M 26-2 Steven Chichester
M 26-2 Joshua Fish
M 26-3 Steven Thomas
M 26-3 David Voltmer
M 27-1 Jayne Fullbright
M 27-1 Alexandria Lippold
M 27-2 Lindsay Beck
M 27-2 Aimee Roberson
M 27-3 Rachael Johnson
M 27-3 Kathryn Overbey
M 28-1 Artea Ambrose
M 28-1 Heather Seetaram
M 28-2 Jessica Baughman
M 28-2 Brittney Shelton
M 28-3 Stephanie Corbin
M 28-3 Mary-Ellen Staaby
M 29-1 Kristin Antes
M 29-1 Krislina Mann
M 29-3 Danielle Jacobs
M 29-3 Tessa Knotts
M 30-1 Hilary Hicks
M 30-1 Magin Mills
M 30-3 Jane Blaney
M 30-3 Audrey Morrett
M31-1 Jason Cizdziel
M31-1 Austin Davis
M 31-3 Ryan Mowen
M 31-3 Ryan Phelps
M 32-1 Nathanael Powers
M 32-1 Rory Tyer
M 32-3 Joshua Cushing
M 32-3 Jeremy Demarco
M 33-1 Aeron Moore
M 33-1 A'lsha Talib
M 33-2 Amber Dubberke
M 33-2 Lynn Holdstock
M 33-3 Beth Arnold
M 33-3 Molly Bortz
M 33-4 Stephanie Barnard
M 33-4 Brittney Roberts
M 33-5 Katherine Fath
M 33-5 Lindsey Ramirez
M 33-6 Rhonda Hawks
M 33-6 Katherine Kearney

spritual Life PJmaan
E 01-2 Amanda Runions
E 01-4 Danielle Napieralski
E 01-4 Melanie Negroni
E 02-2 Jennifer Tankard
E 02-4 Kayla Apon
E 02-4 Madison Wheeler
E 03-2 Heather Tainter
E 03-4 Alexandra Clary
E 03-4 Jessica Pinto
E 04-2 Christina Nordman
E 04-4 I II /ah Bailey
E 04-4 Brooke Haugan E 05-2 Ashleigh Bicevskis
E 05-4 Grace Crosby
E 05-4 Sarah Hannes
E 06-2 Amanda McKmney
E 06-4 Courtney Chappell
E 06-4 Allysn Longenecker
E 07-2 Amanda Hardy
E 07-4 Cartee Ford
E 07-4 Cortney Lovelace
E 08-2 Rachael Choate
E 08-4 Meghan Gillis
E 08-4 Julie Sagaard
E 09-2 Amy Sabalmi
E 09-4 Carrie Hil!
E 09-4 Jennifer Holmes
E 10-2 Amanda Thomason E 10-4 Lauren Halbach
E 10-4 Holly Simmons
E 11-2 Jessica Buker
E 11-4 Heather Hayes
E 11-4 Alicia Schaap
E 12-2 Elizabeth Lee
E 12-4 Ashley Allen
E 12-4 Sarah Haslund
E 13-2 John Cole
E 13-4 Eric Peterson
E 13-4 Michael Plummer
E 14-2 Nicholas Perry
E 14-4 Michael Huesser
E 14-4 Jason Lock
E 15-2 Jonathon Smith
E 15-4 Justin Merrick
E 15-4 Nathaniel Staton
E 16-2 Charles Lockridge
E 16-4 Brendan Hegarty
E 16-4 Corey Thompson
E 17-2 David Nicotra
E 17-4 James Cross
E 17-4 Neil Windsor
E 18-2 Evan Jones
E 18-4 Stuart Hiers
E 18-4 Tyler Lillestol

E 19-2 Bryce McCloskey
E 19-4 Daniel Crutchfield
E 19-4 Jorshe Joseph
E 20-2 Christopher Thompson
E 20-4 Justin Scott
E 20-4 John Toliver
E 21-2 Jeremy Jenkins
E 21-4 Justin Culbertson
E 21-4 Micah Pick
E 22-2 Justin Morgan
E 22-4 Dane Pascoe
E 22-4 Geoffrey Williams
E 23-2 Tyler Harris
E 23-4 Drew Brandon
E 23-4 Stephen Terry
E 24-2 Mitchel Linljer
E 24-4 Kegan Shaw
E 24-4 Joshua Tomasek
E 25-2 Thaddaeus Caldwell
E 25-4 Jessie Bullins
E 25-4 Jacob Cooley
E 26-2 Ryan Hesseling
E 26-4 Joel Fisher
E 28-4 Derek Walker
E 27-2 Jacob Mendoza
E 27-4 Matthew Foster
E 27-4 Nathan Poorbaugh
E 28-2 Jennifer Harpe
E 28-4 Kristin Ponish
E 28-4 Victoria Zodhiates
E 29-2 Emily Michalek
E 29-4 Autumn Berliner
E 29-4 Sarah Wireman
E 30-2 Sarah Matley
E 30-4 Jocelyn Swyers
E 30-4 Tiffany Talley
LI F2 Essence Treadwell
LI F3 Bianca Rodriguez
LI F4 Rachel Lee
LI F5 Jaimie Crandall
M 01 Jillian Fowler
M01 Sarah Kilgore
M 02-1 Kathryn Jackson
M02-1 Christen Walker
M 02-2 Rod1 Esther Castor
M 02-2 Lindsey Frye
M 03 Chnstina Pallana
M 03 Leslie Shafer
M 04 Joseph Clme
M 04 Matthew Swanson
M 05-1 Stephanie Hughes
M 05-1 Katrina Williams
M 05-2 Diane Andres
M 05-2 Tiffany Enksen
M 06 Matthew Bryant
M 06 Matthew Robbie
M 07-1 Gary Dawson
M07-1 Edwin Hoagjand
M 07-2 Peter Battaglia
M 07-2 Adam Knebel
M 08 Benjamin Hodges
M 08 Ian Maclntyre
M 09 Jordan Parker
M 09 Evan Sebastian
M 10 Joshua White
M 10 Alexander Woody
M 11 Raymond Fuenles
M 11 Brandon Lomasney
M 12 Amanda Armstrong
M 12 Heathei Heisey
M 13-1 Kara Arslam
M 13 2 Ashley Miiand*
M 13-2 Sarah Proctor
M 14 I eah Burling

M 14 Janelle Hotter
M 15 Erin Benfield
M 15 Krrsten Buist
M 18 Sarah Rhodes
M 16 Courtney Thompson
M 17-2 Cory Ball
M 17-2 Steven Oakley
M 18-1 Bradley Milks
M18-1 Matthew Steele
M 18-2 Jeremy Bourdon
M 16-2 Dustin Miller
M 19-1 Casey Crooks
M19-1 Kelly Kraemer
M 19-2 Victoria Cowell
M 19-2 Katie Gardner
M 20-2 Abigail Halpin
M 20-2 Claire Riss
M 20-3 Lauren Allen
M 20-3 Emily Dick
M21-1 Lauren Ellsworth
M 21-1 Natasha Washburn
M 21-2 Laura Faidley
M 21-2 Lauren Seamon
M 21-3 Leah DiCara
M 21-3 Jodi Jackson
M 22-1 James Hobson
M22-1 Finley Walker
M 22-2 Chad Alford
M 22-2 Donald Vas
M 22-3 John Laborde
M 22-3 Robert Rogers
M 23-1 Michael Barnes
M 23-1 Branden Bosch
M 23-2 Christopher Deaton
M 23-2 Jeremy Stone
M 23-3 Benjamin Fuller
M 23-3 Alexander Matthews
M 25-1 Josiah McClure
M 25-1 James Rilter
M 25-2 Philip Leineweber
M 25-2 Benjamin Taylor
M 25-3 Cameron Adams
M 25-3 Steve Balocki
M 26-1 Benjamin Bariowe
M 26-1 Jordan Harper
M 26-2 Adam Hams
M 26-2 Adam Ray
M 26-3 Max Andrews
M 26-3 Joshua Bell
M 27-1 Amy Wakefield
M 27-1 Sarah Walach
M 27-2 Ashley Bates
M 27-2 Rita Wieland
M 27-3 Jessica Autry
M 27-3 Debora Gonzalez Pena
M 28-1 Molly Edwards
M 28-1 Meredith Pamell
M 28-2 Elizabeth Lundberg
M 2B-2 Elise Sherman
M 26-3 Stephanie Painter
M 28-3 Hannah Swanson
M 29-1 Joanna Bitner
M 29-1 Katie Knight
M 29-3 Kimberly Carr
M 29-3 Anna Kiewfl
M 30-1 Christy Homer
M 30-1 Emily Nazimek
M 30-3 Mirlando Cherenfant
M 30-3 Heidi Durham
M 31-1 Derek Homsher
M 31-1 Benjamin Slallard
M 31-3 Ryan Houlz
M 31-3 Jacob Sleelh
M32-1 Leander Scott
M 32-1 James Tancordo
M 32-3 Jeffrey Dickson
M 32-3 Matthew Meservy
M 33-1 Pamela Pecoskie
M 33-1 Lauren Zinecker
M 33-2 April Hagan
M 33-2 Candace Stevens
M 33-3 Elizabeth Perm
M 33-3 Jennifer Rittinger
M 33-4 Andrea Flagg
M 33-4 Elise Ramey
M 33-5 Tara Edwards
M 33-5 Megan Leach
M 33-8 Carly Muehlethaler
M 33-6 Grace Njoroge
Praver Leaders
E 01-2 Kimberly Curry
E 01-2 Jillian McCay
E 01-2 Danielle Cunningham
E 01-2 Jessica Wright
E 01-2 Brittany Whyte
E 01-4 Maria Feijoo
E 01-4 Ashley Cheshire
E 01-4 Kristina Cress
E 01-4 Amanda Land
E 01-4 Julie Gagne
E 01-4 Sarah McDonald
E 01-4 Jessica Mohn
E 02-2 Kara Dan
E 02-2 Katherine Moughton
E 02-2 Bnttany Wilbanks
E 02-4 Kristen Carson
E 02-4 Kelsey Hightower
E 02-4 Cecily Ball
E 02-4 Eliza Harper
E 02-4 Crimson Smith
E 02-4 Natalka Wainscott
E 02-4 Dava Rose
E 02-4 Danielle Aitken
E 03-2 Nicole Libby
E 03-2 Kayla Gurley
E 03-2 Cecilia Brennan
E 03-2 Brittney Eastin
E 03-4 Jessica Gaspenn
E 03-4 Sarah^ane Theobald
E 03-4 Kailyn Cordell
E 03-4 Sydney Innocenti
E 03-4 Jenna McElroy
E 03-4 Amy Milano
E 04-2 Elizabeth Callis
E 04-2 Danielle Pizzichillo
f 04-2 Katelyn While
E 04-2 Shelby Luton
E 04-4 Courtney Kearley
E 04-4 Rachael Branscome
E 04-4 Abby Russell
E 04-4 Amanda Brown
E 04-4 Ondriana DeLuca
E 04-4 Ashley James
E 04-4 Stephanie Long
E 05-2 Jillian Nash
E 05-2 Kayla Honaker
E 05-2 Michelle Gornick
E 05-2 Courtney Monnmger
E 05-2 Laura Dibonaventura
E 05-4 Bethany Tanner
E 05-4 Ashley Huber
E 05-4 Jennifer Wheeler
E 05-4 Sara Jones
E 05-4 Tanya Thawtey
E 05-4 Chelsea Courtney
E 05-4 Chelsea Powers
E 06-2 Shen Lamkin
E 06-2 Jennifer Story
E 06 2 Alyssa Scott
E 08-2 Salem Hicks
E 08-4 Katie Sanders
E 06-4 Megan Reed
E 08-4 Danielle Fie.ro
E 06-4 Ana KempneE 06-4 Reneta Kaelhler
E 06-4 Hannah Bsrberich
E 06-4 Courtney Vestal
E 06-4 Jessica Becknell
E 07-2 Olga Caprara
E 07-2 Felicia Adams
E 07-2 Danielle Paul
E 07-4 Morgan Saunders
E 07-4 Rebekah Renko
E 07-4 Kendra Foree
E 07-4 Jacqueline Palmer
E 07-4 Sarah Fahrenbruch
E 07-4 Moriah Pipping
E 06-2 Danielle Nickel son
E 08-2 Raechelle Jacobs
E 08-2 Amanda Lunsford
E 08-2 Lauren Clifloid
E 08-2 Enca Harrison
E 08-4 Bnttany Wlutuxnb
E 08-4 Kelly Re.ce
E 08-4 Janine Gleason

E 08-4 Bethany Geel
E 08-4 Lauren Reid
E 08-4 Katie Smith
E 08-4 Jessica Jones
E 08-4 Holly Smith
E 09-2 Tiffany Butler
E 09-2 Kristen McGraw
E 09-2 Cynthia Harnson
E 09-2 Sara Gllmore
E 09-2 Courtney Clinton
E 09-4 Christine Engelsdorfer
E 09-4 Sarah Stadtlander
E 09-4 Jennifer Zurakowski
E 09-4 Sarah Brock
E 09-4 Nicole Vietri
E 09-4 Katie Hankins
E 09-4 Emily Ellington
E 10-2 Jenna Csaky
E 10-2 Alyssa Huffingham
E 10-2 Katie Marvel
E 10-2 Lauren Keating
E 10-2 Trudy Mohammed
E 10-2 Laura Johnston
E 10-4 Ashley LeClair
E 10-4 Ashley Keller
E 10-4 Abbey Terry
E 10-4 Bethany Delevanle
E 10-4 Sarah Wells
E 10-4 Abigail Nusbaum
E10-4BlytheAlsbrook
E 11-2 Liberty Egloff
E 11-2 Kimberly Bolhuis
E 11-2 Joannah Johnson
E 11-2 Karyn Smith
E 11-2 Dominiqe Howell
E 11-4 Andrea Lindsey
E 11-4 Shalie Burrows
E 11.-4 Christine Anasco
E 11-4 Roseanne Mickler
E 11-4 Leslie Calloway
E 11-4 Candace Thurman
E 11-4 Ashley Scripter
E 12-2 Amanda Pedersen
E 12-2 Ming-Wai Au
E 12-2 Rebecca Gough
E 12-2 Melissa Shultz
E 12-4 Taunee Green
E 12-4 Sarah Payton
E 12-4 Anna Ridge
E 12-4 Karissa Gruber
E 12-4 Miriam Ledford
E 13-2 Joseph Quinn
E 13-2 Jacob Holmes
E 13-2 Christopher Clay
E 13-2 Brian Howerton
E 13-2 Stephen Spencer
E 13-2 Colin Shenk
E 13-4 Pedro Hanna
E 13-4 Thomas Creek
E 13-4 Michael Munguia
E 13-4 Roy Ward
E 13-4 Jason Kahmoreei
E 13-4 Michael Fecteau
E 13-4 Joshua Hartman
E 14-2 Collin Musa
E 14-2 Brandon Schmidt
E 14-2 Jason Williams
E 14-2 Matthew Penfold
E 14-2 Vincent Valeriano
•E 14-4 Christopher Porter
E 14-4 Michael Desmond
E 14-4 Taylor Webb
E 14-4 Theodore Pietrucha
E 14-4 Charles Ososkie
E 14-4 Jonathan Hornickel
E 14-4 Nathan Edwards
E 15-2 Duriey Folder
E 15-2 Dayne Carraway
E 15-2 Christopher Mejia
E 15-2 Bryan Kimbell
E 15-2 Evan Gould
E 15-4 Jeremiah Stevens
E 15-4 Kevin Mark Manguiob
E 15-4 Jordan Kleinhans
E 15-4 Peter Ortu
E 15-4 Robert Waller
E 15-4 Elisha Distler
E 16-2 Curtis Graver
E 16-2 David Mawyer
E 16-2 Matthew Haney
E 16-2 Cameron O'berry
E 16-2 Zachary Crouthamel
E 16-2 Justin Brown
E 16-4 Matthew Schreiner
E 16-4 Matthew Dlugos
E 16-4 Thomas Scott
E 16-4 Eric Benoit
E 16-4 Thomas Adams
E 16-4 Clayton Slollzfus
E 16-4 Garrett Humbertson
E 17-2 Jacob Namyst
E 17-2 Joseph Murphy
E 17-2 Andrew Kiser
E 17-2 Michael Piner
E 17-4 Steven Deyerle
E 17-4 Michael Brado
E 17-4 John Helms
E 17-4 Nicholas Bell
C U-4 VmksOlibrice

E 17-4 Alexander Aldrich
E 17-4 James Bock
E 18-2 Scott Taylor
E 18-2 Jeffrey Guess
E 18-2 Joseph Carbee
E 18-2 Taylor Encinosa
E 18-4 Rob Hewitt
E 18-4 Daniel Eartey
E 18-4 Jared Bennett
E 18-4 Careynard Julien
E 18-4 Colby Felton
E 18-4 Ethan Chalfin
E 18-4 David Parker
E 19-2 Kevin Klingmeyer
E 19-2 Garrett Moore
E 19-2 Aaron Stroud
E 19-2 Geancarlo Marti
E 19-2 Anthony Hopkins
E 19-4 Nathan Wilber
E 19-4 Edward Tookes
E 19-4 Johnalhon Wilkinson
E 19-4 Tyler Flynn
E 19-4 Evan McElroy
E 19-4 Stephen Freeman
E 20-2 Harp/son Turner
E 20-2 Brandon Keller
E 20-2 Geoffrey Fnesner
E 20-2 Aaron Beasley
E 20-4 Nicholas Pretty
E 20-4 George Alderman
E 20-4 John Grab
E 20-4 Rodney Moore
E 20-4 James Piltman
E 20-4 Phillip Alexander
E 21-2 Bo Mason
E 21-2 David LaCour
E 21-2 Andrew Tlmm
E 21-2 Zachary McKee
E 21-2 Jonathan Bauer
E 21-4 Samuel Lynch
E 21 -4 Matthew Castellano
E 21-4 Joseph Mobley
E 21-4 Warren Street
E 21-4 Micah Dougherty
E 21-4 Jordan Steffaniak
E 21-4 Brenl Crass
E 22-2 Donald Lawson
E 22 2 Allen Pitts
E 22-2 Nathaniel Russell
E 22-2 Brendan Henkel
E 22-2 Deckeyon Garza
E 22-2 David Kapuslinsiu
E 22-4 Michael Wright
E 22-4 Cameron Park
E 22-4 Erik Diedenks
E 22-4 Mark Graham
E 22-4 Jonathan Henderson
E 22-4 Jonathan Watts
E 22-4 Aaron Marvel
E 23-2 Emmanuel Theart
E 23-2 Andrew Dunn
E 23-2 Chnstopher Herbsl
E 23-2 Cody lumer
E 23-4 Aaion Pocli
E 234 Spencer Sorrell
E 23-4 Joel Tarry
E 23-4 Andrew Willliile

E 23-4 Tashan Duff
E 23-4 Bradford Mitchell
E 24-2 Gregory Tyler Bums
E 24-2 James Munsey
E 24-2 Justin Fritts
E 24-2 Jason Baum
E 24-2 Michael Taylor
E 24-4 David Washington
E 24-4 Joshua Hetzter
E 24-4 David Perdue
E 24-4 Dean Gambnno
E 24-4 Vincent To
E 24-4 Jonathan Hedbfom
E 25-2 Todd Riddick
E 25-2 Joseph Piselli
E 25-2 Andrew Jones
E 25-2 Brad Peterson
E 25-4 Richard Helton
E 25-4 Christopher Neville
E 25-4 Alexander Santaniello
E 25-4 Joshua Btythe
E 25-4 Derrick Sinyon
E 25-4 James Perkins
E 26-2 Darren Rowles
E 28-2 Kensly Martin
E 28-2 Alfonso Wells
E 26-2 Bryan Jones
E 26-4 Dominique Martin
E 28-4 Joseph Woosley
E 26 4 Joshua Haynes
E 28-4 Justin Stroud
E 26-4 Matthew Bledsoe
E 26-4 Jonathon Gonzales
E 27-2 Adam Gottlieb
E 27-2 Michael Brown
E 27-2 Brandon Lawrence
E 27-4 Stephen Smith
E 27-4 Joshua Duren
E 27-4 Stephen Francis
E 27-4 Philip White
E 27-4 Daniel Trick
E 28-2 Elizabeth Decastro
E 28-2 Ebony Millner
E 28-2 Erica Callicutt
E 28-2 Lauren Wilson
E 28-2 Kenley Teufel
E 28-4 Sadie Stokes
E 28-4 Kara Kitchens
E 28-4 Lauren Porochniak
E 28-4 Denise Troyer
E 28-4 Rebecca Ganett
E 28-4 Natalie Baeza .
E 29-2 Ashley Richtank
E 29-2 Debra Wood
E 29-2 Rachel Adams
E 29-2 Elisabeth Travis
E 29-2 Skylar Leslie
E 29-4 Allison Cole
E 29-4 Kayla Ramey
E 29-4 Elizabeth Acree
E 29-4 Jordan Barlow
E 29-4 Caroline Harrison
E 29-4 Grace Ju
E 294 Lauren Miles
E 30-2 Sarah Austin
E 30-2 Vanessa Metelus
E 30-2 Melissa O'Neal
E 30-2 Allison Lucas
E 30-2 Kylie Cleek
E 30-2 Kristin Summers
E 30-4 Denae Simpson
E 30-4 McQuel Joshway
E 30-4 Lindsey Bare
E 30-4 Lauren Wilson
E 30-4 Bethany Glading
E 30-4 Melissa Adams
E 30-4 Christina Cocilo
LI F1 Sammye Spillar
LI F2 Sui Sung
LI F2 Carrie Isaac
LI F2 Shakera Rainner
LI F3 Jessica Simpson
LI F3 Michelle Seebalack
LI F3 Re'Neicia Johnson
LI F3 Anna Hoolen
LI F4 Brigitta Puskas
LI F4 Semone Eason
LI F4 Rhoda Mayers
LI F5 Gaetane Maurice
LI F5 Brittney Bunch
LI F5 Katelyn Eckert
LI F5 Randi Kelsey
LI M4 Patrick Sims
LI M4 Bryan Parks
LI M5 Pavoi Kosac
LI M5 Zhenli Xing
LI M5 Gilbert LaFortune
M 01 Cherrel Cook
M 01 Amanda McConnell
M 01 Kimberly Gnsmdre
M 01 Bethany Brewer
M 01 Courtney Greene
M 01 Elizabeth Yerke
M 01 Kaitlyn Schonta
M 01 Allison Mashbum
M 01 Leslie Wood
M 02-1 Emilia Mihai
M 02-1 Karin Hutson
M 02-1 Amy Bolts
M 02-1 Ashley Bobbins
M 02-2 Ashley Moals
M 02-2 Breanne Shultz
M 02-2 Treacy Burn
M 02-2 Megan Muller
M 02-2 Knstin Martin
M 02-2 Rebecca Henning
M 02-2 Ashley Martens
M 02-2 Chelsea Schlademan
M 02-2 Shannon O'Malley
M 02-2 Holly Eaton
M 02-2 Julia Wagner
M 03 Erica Nash
M 03 Tommi Grace
M 03 Angela Romaniello
M 03 Emily Hancock
M 03 LaShonda Brown
M 03 Kimberly Peterson
M 03 Dorcas Lam
M 03 Tiffany Colwell
M 03 Kristen Harjula
M 03 Chloe Riss
M 03 Heidi Sayre
M 04 Pelei Sargent
M 04 David Colonna
M 04 Scott Carnes
M 04 Brady Graham
M 04 Joshua Haywood
M 04 Nathan Schwenk
M 04 Jordan Vance
M 04 Richard Boyd
M 04 David McGowan
M 05-1 Christina Hadley
M 05-1 Knstina lenpas
M 05-1 Brittney Jones
M 05-1 Chnstine Hansen
M 05-1 Kelsey Johnson
M 05-1 April Cox
M 05-1 Sarah Crowder
M 05-1 Bnttany Mortensen
M 05-1 Crystal Staples
M 05-2 Kaily Larson
M 05-2 Ann Olhava
M 05-2 Emily Smith
M 05-2 Katie Tnckey
M 05-2 Rachel Schroeder
M 05-2 Jim Choi
M 05-2 Kelsie Hendricks
M 05-2 Sarah Vandebeig
M 05-2 Jerika Quinlaiiilla
M 05-2 Jennifer Arbige
M 06 Daniel Romano
M 08 Parker Slaybaugh
M 08 Jacob Purvis
M 06 James Bussiere
M 06 Zachanah Schaeler
M 06 David Kacinski
M 06 Mitchell Bryant
M 06 Chnstopher Doolittle
M 08 Svein Staaby
M 06 William Robinson
M 06 Joseph Middlelon
M 08 Zachary Moreno
M 07-1 Matthew Geddes
M 07-1 Timothy Norman
M 07-1 Philip Sona
M 07-1 Brandon Russell

M07-1 Kyle Decker
M 07-1 Rocky Rockwell
M 07-1 Athos Lucchini
M 07-1 Jonathan White
M 07-2 Daniel Field
M 07-2 Lyndell Chase
M 07-2 Samuel Pineda
M 07-2 Nicholas Pavlovic
M 07-2 Stephen Stafford
M 07-2 Michael Martin
M 07-2 Stephen Bryant
M 07-2 Andrew James
M 07-2 Miles Dyson
M 07-2 Peter Hoppe
M 08 Andrew Daniel
M 06 Jonathan Lalone
M 08 Brian Waggoner
M 08 Josiah Jones
M 08 Justin Clark
M 08 Richard Shive
M 08 Nicolas White
M 08 Timothy Tomei
M 08 Zachary Farrar
M 09 Brendon Walzak
M 09 Scott Gestnch
M 09 Christopher Biddix
M 09 Allen Ancheril
M 09 Michael Aldridge
M 09 Nicholaus Huber
M 09 Scott Brodd
M 09 Ethan Harris
M 09 Marc Boucher
M 10 Scott Plummer
M 10 Daniel Jarrell
M 10 Sean Glass
M 10 John-Mark Chittwood
M 10 Kenneth Cramer
M 10 Cameron Lewis
M 10 Kenneth Matthews
M 10 Andrew Webb
M 10 David Clingenpeel
M 10 Aaron Garcia
M 10 David Pikarsky
M 11 Michael Jacobsen
M 11 Matthew Wright
M11 Seth Fitzgerald
M 11 Joshua Minnick
M11 Jacob Williams
M 11 Seth Grutz
M 11 Travis Houston
M 11 Matthew Hastings
M 11 Jonathan Peckman
M11 AlexAker
M 12 Beverly Diaz
M 12 Gabnella Peguera
M 12 Lyndsay Bigelow
M 12 Elizabeth Wells
M 12 Rachael Cation
M 12 Emilee Philippon
M12MichaelaWebb
M 12 Jessica Moore
M 12 Danielle Carroll
M 13-1 Dana Yarbrough
M13-1 Heather Piper
M 13-1 Rebekah O'Shea
M 13-2 Amanda Daugherty
M 13-2 Julie McMillian
M 13-2 Samantha Thompson
M 13-2 Rebekah Turner
M 13-2 Amber Bennett
M 13-2 Katherine Nelson
M 13-2 Kimberly Memkin
M 13-2 Lisa Rhodes
M 13-2 Marie Johnson
M 13-2 Emily Black
M 13-2 Amanda Magee
M 14 Cameron Anderson
M 14 Ciji Prosser
M 14 Katrina Woods
M 14 Kaitlyn Thompson
M 14 Christa McClenny
M 14 Lauren Childers
M 14 Lindsay Maclnnis
M 14 Kale McCay
M 14 Jamilynn Lesh
M 14 Claire Jones
M 15 Karen Hoover
M 15 Sarah Graley
M 15 Alyssa Coronato
M 15 Elizabeth Phillips
M 15 Christina Lancaster
M 15 Breanne Nalipa
M 15 Catherine Downey
M 15 Abigail Fleming
M 15 Tobi Trowbridge
M 16 Alicia Groh
M 16 Kaitlin Sones
M 16 Rebecca Wakefield
M 16 Joy Distler
M 16 Enca Weston
M 16 Rebecca Cottingham
M 18 Emily Kendall
M 16 Lauren Buck
M 16 Cheryl Cooper
M 17-2 Daniel Sloan
M 17-2 Josiah Claypool

M 17-2 Austin McNair
M17-2KaseyHorvath
M 17-2 Brandon Smith
M 17-2 Cory Simpson
M 17-2 Michael Blazek
M 17-2 Chase Hartley
M 17-2 Caleb Sanders
M 17-2 Ethan Colvin
M 18-1 Nathan Revell
M 18-1 Jared Stacy
M 18-1 Justin Smith
M 18-1 Daniel Figueredo
M 18-1 Tavarus McCrary
M 18-1 Matthew Camire
M 18-1 Rigoberto Jimenez
M 18-2 Michael Glunk
M 1B-2 Brock Bilger
M 16-2 Jared Zentz
M1B-2YuBinGuo
M 16-2 Samuel Rizzo
M 16-2 Geren Woodbridge
M 18-2 Rory Chapman
M 18-2 Eric Reynolds
M 18-2 Matthew Newton
M 18-2 Jordan Kemp
M 18-2 James MacDcnald
M 18-2 Peter Holland
M 19-1 Lindsey Davis
M 19-1 Caitlin Maczuga
M 19-1 April Broadwater
M 19-1 Lynn Kuhns
M 19-1 Elizabeth Campbell
M 19-1 Brittany Parker
M 19-1 Jennifer Egloff
M 19-1 Emily Mayhew
M 19-2 Amanda Lovell
M 19-2 Jennifer Oleski
M 19-2 Laura Boulton
M 19-2 Tracy Baker
M 19-2 Elise Mclntyre
M 19-2 Rachel Kaz
M 19-2 Ashley Ziesel
M 19-2 Andrea Fasciano
M 19-2 Danielle Nettuno
M 19-2 Ken I acklell
M 20-2 Leah Kolb
M 20-2 Kimberly Yau
M 20-2 Kelsey Potratz
M 20-2 Cassandra Ervin
M 20-2 Anne Sciolino
M 20-2 Judith Tomlin
M 20-2 Kathryn Polanec
M 20-2 Vanessa Conklm
M 20-2 Shanna Sharber
M 20-2 Nichole Sherman
M 20-3 Amber Cook
M 20-3 Kathryn Hednck
M 20-3 Kelly McGinley

M 20-3 Nicole Escamilla
M 20-3 Courtney Hall
M 20-3 Kaitlyn Fleury
M 20-3 Beverly Church
M 20-3 Brittany Vissers
M 20-3 Marybeth Carlson
M 20-3 Riley Baker
M 21-1 Katie Freeman
M 21-1 Kelly Detweiler
M21-1 Sarah Booth
M 21-1 Conne Fritz
M 21-1 Nina Palazzo
M 21-1 Christiana Caminiti
M 21-1 Alyssa Martin
M21-1 Kelly Brill
M21-1 Valene Bergen
M 21-2 Mylina Holt
M 21-2 Olivia Reyes
M 21-2 Kaillyn Wojcicki
M 21-2 Mary Byers
M 21-2 Lydia Mercer
M 21 -2 Ashlyn Johnston
M 21-2 Encka Morris
M 21-2 Danyelle Cram
M 21-2 Sarah Colein
M 21-2 Jennifer Blanzy
M 21-3 Ashley Beck
M 21-3 Sharon Saladino
M 21-3 Laura Hunter
M 21-3 Kelly Doherty
M 21-3 Emily Stoepker
M 21-3 Katie Towns
M 21-3 Emily Blum
M 21-3 Jessica Moores
M 21-3 Brittany Matheson
M 22-1 Joseph Waddell
M 22-1 Adam Krick
M 22-1 Ryan Cardinale
M 22-1 Stephen Barnes
M 22-1 Zechariah Rowe
M 22-1 Wade Kennon
M 22-1 Zachary Pinkerton
M 22-1 Daniel Klock
M 22-1 Jonathan Crabtree
M 22-2 Braxton Leicht
M 22-2 Michael Heeney
M 22-2 William Vardeman
M 22-2 Johnalhan Buckhalt
M 22-2 Joshua Keaton
M 22-2 Clayton Womack
M 22-2 Bryson Moon
M 22-2 Joshua Davies
M 22-2 Ryan Mercer
M 22-3 Bradley Dickson
M 22-3 Jason Garber
M 22-3 Matthew Adams
M 22-3 Andrew Haga
M 22-3 Kyle Abemelhy
M 22-3 Jeffrey Baird
M 22-3 Michael Tannian
M 22-3 Timothy Mannale
M 22-3 Zachary Weeks
M 22-3 Andrew Mollis
M23-1 Robert Valerio
M 23-1 Martin Granda
M 23-1 Peter Sawyer
M 23-1 Gary Blizzard
M 23-1 Mackenzie Loyd
M 23-1 Kraig Brown
M 23-1 Robert Webster
M 23-2 David Lutchmansingh
M 23-2 Isaac Lacey
M 23-2 Jeffery Smith
M 23-2 John Ortiz
M 23-2 Bryant Lewellyn
M 23-2 Kyle Rodgers
M 23-2 Payden Ludwick
M 23-2 Paul Meissner
M 23-2 Kevin Wood
M 23-2 Devin Coogan
M 23-2 David Pinkham
M 23-3 Brett Lyon
M 23-3 Harold Hausenfluck
M 23-3 Devin Connolly
M 23-3 Shawn Sweigart
M 23-3 Jeffrey St. John
M 23-3 Ryan Blackburn
M 23-3 Kyle Van Pelt
M 23-3 Frank Van Allhuis
M 23-3 Colby Tallafuss
M 23-3 Scott Miller
M 23-3 Seth Grove
M 25-1 Andrew Bowman
M 25-1 Micah Scott
M 25-1 Eric Schools
M 25-1 Stephen Perkins
M25-1 Gerhardus Prinsloo
M 25-1 Isaiah Luce
M 25-1 Bryce Woemor
M 25-1 Anthony Barone
M 25-1 William South
M 25-1 William Thrasher
M 25-2 Nicholas McColley
M 25-2 Nash Purcell
M 25-2 Douglas Townshend
M 25-2 Jonathan Slyer
M 25-2 Jordan Sorber
M 25-2 Wesley Vorberger
M 25-2 Justin Melvin
M 25-2 Zachary Sotomayor
M 25-2 Timothy Kleisei
M 25-2 Nathan Carroll
M 25-3 Jason McGouldrick
M 25-3 Brenl Wimmer
M 25-3 Matthew Schaub
M 25-3 Bryan Crabtree
M 25-3 Paul Panasa
M 25-3 Daniel Doll
M 25-3 Jonathan Davis
M 25-3 Joshua Kellogg
M 25-3 Paul Davis
M 25-3 Domini". Scalfaro
M 25-3 Johnson Phetxumphou
M 26-1 Taylor Clay.
M 26-1 Joel Eads
M 26-1 Brandon Turner
M 26-1 Matt Wallace
M 26-1 Noah Radtke
M 26-1 Frederick Parlos
M 26-1 Ryan Kindt
M 26-1 Matthew Gardner
M26-1 Timothy Pamell
M 26-1 Andrew Cheatham
M 26-2 Brett Gilley
M 26-2 Nathan Haeler
M 26-2 Tyler Wise
M 26-2 Joshua Dowdy
M 26-2 Richard Matthews
M 26-2 Alexander Kelsey
M 26-2 Christopher Tawney
M 26-2 Andrew Roberts
M 26-2 Jared Hudson
M 26-2 Adam Parker
M 26-3 Andrew Edwards
M 26-3 Adam Janes
M 26-3 Nathanael Susman
M 26-3 Michael Murphy
M 26-3 Karch Frankenfield
M 26-3 William Broda
M 26-3 Matthew Fledderjoriarw
M 26-3 Ryan Leeds
M 26-3 Cory Sullies
M 26-3 Bradley Beats
M 26-3 Austin Rahn
M27-1 Taj Taylor
M 27-1 Olivia Valera
M 27-1 Mia Busby
M 27-1 Mikayla Batson
M 27-1 Kelly Oiek
M 27-1 Bethany Koran
M 27-1 Anelle Gillie
M 27-1 Ashley Marks
M 27-1 Molly Paulus
M 27-1 Kelly Wakefield

M 27-2 Alexandra Noonan
M 27-2 Sara Pinto
M 27-2 Kelly Heverting
M 27-2 Emily Dye
M 27-2 Sarah Baumgardner
M 27-2 Brittany Winters
M 27-2 Sara Elliott
M 27-2 Blair Chesson
M 27-2 Brittanie Kibler
M 27-2 Kristy Clark
M 27-2 Rebecca Ogram
M 27-3 Princecia Kuminga
M 27-3 Jenna Bledsoe
M 27-3 Corinne Chichester
M 27-3 Rachel Motture
M 27-3 Theresa Goodrich
M 27-3 Anaisabel McMullin
M 27-3 Michell Bowie
M 27-3 Abby Armbruster
M 27-3 Bethany Lake
M 28-1 Danielle Fortune
M 28-1 Krystal Frailey
M 28-1 Sarah Knudsen
M 28-1 Kayla Kines
M 28-1 Korie Honaker
M 28-1 Melanie Martin
M 28-1 Melissa Tinman

M 28-1 Lindsey Pincince
M 28-1 Elena Ridge
M 28-1 Emily Mathis
M 28-2 Madison Fitzwater
M 28-2 Christy Reed
M 28-2 Katherine Lefczik
M 28-2 Stephanie Merrick
M 28-2 Kaitlyn Bachmann
M 28-2 Kathryn McRee
M 28-2 Allison Seaton
M 28-2 Elizabeth Townsend
M 28-2 Kalah Jansson
M 28-2 Cynthia Whitson
M 28-3 Kelley Rucker
M 28-3 Amanda Conklin
M 28-3 Rachel Schultz
M 28-3 Valene Gardner
M 28-3 Shannon Horvath
M 28-3 Brittany Doughty
M 28-3 Lindsey Litton
M 28-3 Justine Wagner
M 28-3 Jillian Stewart
M 28-3 Karen Yates
M 29-1 Dana Sarchet
M 29-1 Brittany Jones
M 29-1 Kylee Gaunt
M 29-1 Brianna Williams
M 29-1 Allison Barney
M 29-1 Marilyn Britt
M 29-1 Alena Naff
M 29-1 Regan Cowling
M 29-1 Alyssa Lansing
M 29-3 Tara Waddell
M 29-3 Kathryn Bell
M 29-3 Labonne Hines
M 29-3 Jessica Ryskamp
M 29-3 Whitney Bondy
M 29-3 Kendall Brown
M 29-3 Melisa Wallace
M 29-3 Jenna Shoffner
M 30-1 Allison Mason
M 30-1 Jamie Gephart
M 30-1 Jennifer Hodgin
M 30-1 Katherine Mitchell
M 30-1 Amanda Collins
M 30-1 Courtney Paul
M 30-1 Helen Marshall
M 30-1 Annemarie Amann
M 30-1 Courtney Clark
M 30-3 Vasti Ortega
M 30-3 Sandra Burnett
M 30-3 Erica Gerber
M 30-3 Kristina Clark
M 30-3 Laken Buckmaster
M 30-3 Amanda Lytle
M 30-3 Holly Hofacker
M 30-3 Lisa Sprouse
M 30-3 Kylie Todak
M 30-3 Catherine Smith
M 31-1 Thomas Leeds
M 31-1 Joshua Korth
M 31-1 Taylor McLennan
M31-1 Jason Cooley
M 31-1 Tony Knepp
M 31-1 Joshua Leon
M 31-1 Michael Oliver
M 31-1 Andrew Glasscock
M31-1 MattSoule
M 31-3 Andrew Light
M 31-3 Andrew Simpson
M 31-3 Jared Blair
M 31-3 Justin Mahood
M 31-3 Jared Roberts
M 31-3 Joseph Goins
M 31-3 Taylor Thompson
M 31-3 Aaron Beer
M 32-1 Joseph Marcus
M 32-1 Joseph Dekreon
M 32-1 Samuel Bernhardt
M 32-1 Joshua McNiei
M 32-1 Elijah Johnson
M 32-1 Andrew Patterson
M 32-1 Joshua Keith
M 32-1 Christopher Johnson
M 32-1 Jedidiah Rieke
M 32-3 Drew Jackson
M 32-3 Mark Dickson
M 32-3 Christian Traxler
M 32-3 Jordan Neace
M 32-3 Kaleb Vander Wiele
M 32-3 Steven Land
M 32-3 Kevin Loveland
M 32-3 Ezra Ali
M 32-3 Luke Ziegenhom
M 33-1 Martika Morgan
M 33-1 Jessica Phillips
M 33-1 Candace Franklin
M 33-1 Ashley Mawyer
M 33-1 Katelynn Stein
M 33-2 Catherine Phillips
M 33-2 Jessica Bayly
M 33-2 Katrina Kadolph
M 33-2 Natalia Gautier Colon
M 33-2 Paje Burgess
M 33-2 Kristine Einbrod
M 33 2 Amanda McMillian
M 33-3 Courtney Cowley
M 33-3 Amanda King
M 33-3 Lisa Elder
M 33-3 Rhoda Any an
M 33-3 Natalie Price
M 33-3 Kaitlin Young
M 33-3 Jennifer Basselgia
M 33-3 Heather Michaels
M 33-4 Brittany Hlleman
M 33-4 Erin Learn
M 33-4 Carolyn Marcelo
M 33-4 Samantha Shepherd
M 334 Dominique Vidale-Plaza
M 334 Melissa Wilgus
M 334 John'ae Davis
M 334 Elaine Gordon
M 33b Kristen Standeven
M 33-5 Brooke Huband
M 33-5 Lindsay Evans
M 33-5 Jordan Harrington
M 33-5 Katelyn Oldham
M 33-5 Kelsey Farmer
M 33-5 Mary Reynolds
M 33-5 Hope Wozniak
M 33-6 Deborah Shaffer
M 33-6 Emily Roby
M 33-6fclisaCooper
M 33-8 Amanda Vander Klay
M 33-6 Emily Boytei
M 33-6 Rachel Botakas
M 33-8 Kathryn Pernberton

Student
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Brooke McDowell

"1 was doing research for a book called 'The 10
Largest Sunday Schools' in 1968. In 1967,1 had written
a magazine article on the 10 largest Sunday Schools in
Journalism started it all. Without the love of writing America ... and Dr. Falwell was number nine on that
and desire to reach others for God with his talent, Dr. list," Towns said.
Elmer Towns would not have become the co-founder
Of the 10 Sunday schools he covered, Towns said
of Liberty University with Dr. Jerry Falwell Sr.
that Falwell's was the most impressive. "He was by
"As co-founder of Liberty University, Dr. Towns far the youngest of the 10. He was by far the most
offers a special connection to Liberty history. His spiritual of the 10. He really had faith in soul-winning.
unique ability to communicate to masses, along with He believed in God and his church was still growing,"
his partnership with Dr. Falwell Sr., enriches the Liberty Towns said.
impact upon all of us," Dr. Jim Stevens, associate dean
Towns then explained that the other pastors were in
of religion, said.
their 60s and 70s. The churches had reached their peak
Chancellor Jerry Falwell, Jr. said that Dr. Towns is and were no longer growing. "But [Falwell's church]
the first person he calls for advice on anything related was a church for the future," Towns said, grinning.
to Liberty University's historic Christian mission.
"Because of the future, I wanted to be a part and build
"Dr. Towns has an excellent memory and he a school there."
probably understands the original mission of Liberty
Towns' published works came off the press one
University better than anyone else alive. Over the last right after the other. Towns himself does not know the
two years, I have relied on him tofillin the gaps in my exact number, but he guesses it to be around 140.
knowledge and understanding of Liberty University's
"Nobody can deal with the amount of books I've
past and purpose. 1 hope our students understand and published and give it any type of understanding of
appreciate how privileged they are to study under such what I've done," he said.
a seasoned scholar, statesman and true hero of the
It all started when he was doing youth work. Since
faith."
there were no books on the topic published at the
An elderly man of 76 years, Towns has silver time, others told him he should make his notes into a
hair that recedes to the middle of his head, and his book.
mischievous smile makes him seem like he is always
"One night [at Midwest Bible College], we got a
up to something.
couple typewriters and two or three of the girls in the
Towns, a grandfather-likefigure,sits back in his chair class started typing out my notes ... I bought 10,000
with one leg resting on the other. His glasses, which sheets of paper in boxes, we put them on the stencil,
usually sit upon his nose, twirl back and forth between we ran off 100 sheets and we put together an 86-page
his thumb and index finger.
book."
The clock ticks in the background as Towns recalls
Not only does Towns have dozens of books to his
hisfirstmemories of Dr. Falwell.
name, but he also was a poet who had a secret pen
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name, Remle Noel Snwot — Elmer Leon Towns
spelled backwards.
"I was writing poetry and didn't think people were
interested in someone in Sunday school writing
poetry," Towns said.
Over the two-and-a-half years he dated his wife,
Towns wrote about 200 poems to her. He recited his
most famous one.
"Sure as the ivy grows 'round the stump, Ruth is my
own sweet sugar lump. Roses are red, violets are blue,
the angels fn heaven know I surely love you."
In addition to the poems under the name Remle
Snwot, Towns had another pen name that he never
shared with anyone — not even his wife. "Sometimes
you write poems just because you think they need to
be written," Towns said.
Of all the books he has written, Towns said he is
most proud of "The Gospel ofjohn: Believe and Live."
He said, "It's a book on the Greek text for the English
reader... I feel very good about that one."
He chose another book which he believes to be the
most powerful. "My most influential book would be
my fasting bo'ok (Fasting for Spiritual Breakthrough).
It sold about 360,0(X) copies. I run across that book all
over the world. It's inja lot of different languages."
Campus Pastor Jqhnnie Moore says Towns' books
are making an impact for Christianity.
"Dr. Towns is a living legend through his books and
teaching on the theology of the church. His landmark
books and innovative ideas have paved the way for the
modern explosion of mega churches in the world's
metropolitan cities," he said.
Towns' personal life has impacted those around
him as profoundly as his books and articles. Dean
of LU Online and Chairman of the Department

of Pastoral Leadership Dr. Ben Gutierrez said, "Dr.
Towns is one of the top five most influential people
in my professional and personal life. He has both
impressed me professionally and provoked me to be
a more sensitive believer spiritually. Professionally, he
has demonstrated a level of excellence in his teaching,
research and mentoring that I attempt to emulate
and build upon in my ministry. I believe many are
intrigued with his teaching because he continues to
be a leader in his field, continues fo be well-versed in
the scriptures and remains current in his own personal
devotions and communion with the Lord."
His colleagues praise the works he has done and
what he has accomplished.
"I've loved all the genres of Dr. Towns' works. He
is an author of technical theologies as well as many
dozens of books that translate theology into the
mind of mainstream believers," Moore said.."He has
authored works of fiction, church history and books
filled with strategies to reach the world. I think he is
one of the great Christian authors of our times, and
his books have made a historic contribution in the
modern church."
Though his books have impacted thousands, Towns
had a piece of advice for his fellow writers.
"You don't write for communication, you don't write
for anybody else's benefit but your own. That's a good
author, when you write for yourself Sometimes you
sit down and you write a sentence or you write a
paragraph and you may never use it anywhere but you
know it's good. Why is it good? Because it expresses
exactly what you thought and felt," he said.
Contact Brooke McDowell at
abmcdowell@liberty.edu.

ALL JOKES ASIDE
"Saving Lives,
One Donation at A Time
ByAadam Keeley
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Springtime here at Liberty can be difficult if you don't know the right thing to do. Here are five tips to
;this season your best one yet.
-

*

*.?' ',

Donating plasma is safe and heal
International Bio Resources Plasma Center
offers you the opportunity to earn money
while you help save lives.
• s25/s30 New Donors
s

• *20/ 30 Return Donors

1. Expect the Unexpected. Virginia weather is not quite as reliable as Wikipedia, so you should
dress accordingly. A stylish combination of a rain jacket, a turtleneck worn under a sundress complete,
with combat boots (scarves and leggings optional) will leave you stylishly prepared for anything nature
can toss ai. you.
Jse Your Tools. The famous saying goes, "The early bird gets the worm." My saying goes.."' 11 td
bird with all the worms gets other birds." Since most people's meal points are depleted by spring, having
some ol your own at this point m the semester can easily turn your usual Chick-fil-A-fot one lunch into a
courtyard afternoon lunch date.
3. Clean Your Car. When the temperature goes up and the windows roll down, nobody but
Savior should glance in your vehicle and be able to see our
for
both your last trip and the
next, along with proof ofyour top three favorite fast food restaurants.
4. Remember, All the World's a Stage. Now would be a good time to brush up on your lip*
syncing-while-you-dn •
mance ability. A got
our favorite
tune cranked up, hold something ro
•'
i irhai
music Now add your new shadesfromRu<
and you I! laveeverj
wishing they could be in your passengei
S. Realize the Truth..
season, then chaj
with the most eligible
and give tl;
it date

International BioKesources
237-6861
6015 Fort Avenue, Ste. 23 • Lynchburg, VA 24502
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ASTE
By Emily DeFosse
LIFE! EDITOR

Tiffany Edwards
LIFE! REPORTER

Spring 2009 marks the second
annual Weigh Youi Waste
promotion, sponsored by I.U
Dining Services. Last year's
Weigh Your Waste succeeded
in drastically reducing the
amount of food that is wasted
on a day-to-day basis at the
Reber-Thomas Dining Hall,
while raising awareness of world
hunger and Liberty's impact on
the environment
"People think, 'Oh, I'm just
one person. It doesn't matter
what 1 do.' But it does matter. We
each make an impact, and as a
school of 10,000 students, our
impact is tremendous," Resident
Marketing Manager Elizabeth.
Van Wingerden said. "Evenifyou
do not consider the impact food
waste has on the environment in
landfills, waste, chemical usage
for cleaning and water waste,
think about the psychological
implications of believing that we
can have as much as we want and
just throw away what we do not
. want"
According to Van Wingerden,
this year's Weigh Your Waste
finale will be held on April 28
at 5 p m at the Reber-Thomas
Dining Hall, with music group
Tim Be Told performing. The
Main Dish service booth will
serve a meal consisting of only
a piece of bread and one cup of
rice, to give students an idea of
what the majority of the world
has to survive on each day.
"It's not to guilt anyone,
because we know that God has
blessed us with abundance,
but to offer some perspective.
Obviously, we don't expect that
that's all the students will eat; all
our other dining hall stations will
he operating as normal. We just
want students to experience in
some small way why these issues
are important and why we're
doing the Weigh Your Waste
promotion," Van Wingerden
said.
Last year's Weigh Your Waste
promotion resulted in the
removal of dining trays from the
dining hall, which the dining staff
states is directly related to the
reduction of food wastes.
Contact Tiffany Edwards at
tredwards2@liberty.edu.

Close your eyes and picture this: A
broken, beat-up woman in a wedding
dress. This is not an everyday image, but
it is what motivated senior Mart Downey
to write and direct the play "Runaway
Cinderella" as he was driving though an
intersection in a small Texas town.
Inspiration can come in many forms.
Downey's came after he and a group
of guys interning with Teen Mania
Ministries were kicked out of a church
for wearing jeans and collarless shirts, and
were snickered at by the church members
in a grocery store a few days later.
"I was in the car going off about how
frustrated I was that people don't get that
faith is what Christianity is all about,"
Downey said. "I was going through an
intersection when suddenly I had this
mind picture of, excuse the language—a
whore—a woman battered and bruisqd in
a wedding dress running down the aisle. I slammed on the
brakes, everyone in the car was terrified, and 1 told them I
had to write a play."
Downey said the idea for the play was tabled until he
• took Theater 352, Writing for Church Drama, last semester.
Under the direction of former Professor Desiree Sowards,
Downey wrote the script for "Runaway Cinderella."
"In a nutshell, it is an allegory of the gospel ofJohn, told
as a love story set in the mythical town of Haven, Texas,"
Downey said.
According to Downey, the overarching theme ot the play
is grace versus the law. This theme is highlighted by tackling
many of today's tough social issues.
"We touch on domestic violence, homosexuality, (and)

tipping the pizza guy (Downey delivers for Dominos). It
is really about the conflict between the perfection-driven
Christians and the people that just can't get it right," Downey
said.
Downey tackles these issues head on without fear of
offending anyone.
"One of the characters is openly gay. I'm not condoning
the lifestyle, but showing the character's brokehness and"
his desperate need for a touch from Christ," Downey said.
" What's interesting is we don't turn him straight, but he is the
only character that has an actual on-stage direct encounter
with God."
A new upstart company, Transformation Theatre
Company (TTC), headed by LaShonda Brown, is producing
the play. TTC is a new student club that seeks to produce

Christian drama while raising money for
charity. Downey said that all proceeds
from "Runaway Cinderella" will go to
Freedom 4/24 Ministries, which works
to free women and children ironi the sex
trade in Thailand.
"The show is all about redemption and
I couldn't think of any better ministry to
help out," Downey said.
Every S24 raised will bring one more
woman or child a step closer to freedom,
according to Brown.
Junior Brittany Adkins plays Michelle
Connor, a legalistic church member who
comes to salvation through faith.
"The play is about every sinner," Adkins
said. "It is a portrayal of how the love of
Christ transforms us into something
beautiful when we are nothing but a dirty
soot-covered Cinderella and he is waiting
to sweep us off our feet."
Senior Erica Tucker plays main
character Dakota Marcus.
"She (Dakota) \i me, she is you, and she
is everyone who has ever run from God. She is basically the
church, the Bride of Christ."
Performances were held last week, and there will be one
final performance in North Campus 1491 this Thursday
(Reading Day) at 5 p.m. Tickets cost $5 dollars at the door
or can be purchased after convocation on Monday for $3.
Contact Emily DeFosse at
ebdefosse@liberty.edu.

STUDENTS BEHIND SOLDIERS
GIVES
Mandi Forth
LIFE! REPORTER

To defend, serve and protect is the
purpose of the military. If it is the military's
duty to serve us, whose job is it then to
serve the military? That is a job that the
organization Students Behind our Soldiers
(SBS) decided to take on.
SBS is a Liberty University campus
organization that began in fall of 2007 with
the sole purpose of giving back to the men
and women that serve in the U.S. military.
To date, the organization has sent 100 care
packages to soldiers deployed in Iraq or
Afghanistan. Sending care packages is not
the only mission of the organization, which
also believes in giving back to military
families and veterans.
"Why wouldn't we do what we do? Wt
get to serve the men and women who serve
us. What we do is so small compared to
what they do for us," Vice President of SBS,

BACK

Laura Blankenship, said.
The organization hosted a variety of
events to raise support and awareness ot
the military. In 2008, SBS hosted Military
Appreciation Week on campus. Some of the
events it hosted were an awareness seminar
on Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and a
candlelight tribute service for fallen soldiers.
SBS collaborated with the National Guard
and Liberty University for other events held
that week.
The main focus this semester has been the
group's trip to the Veterans Hospital in Salem,
Va. SBS took 18 of its members to spend a
Saturday afternoon encouraging veterans
with a pizza and bingo party. Members from
the group helped the veterans upstairs that
were confined to wheelchairs then served
them pizza and refreshments. The group sat
and ate with the veterans and got to know
them.
"I went to the hospital expecting to be a
blessing to the veterans, but instead I was the

* ideal
Sforage

TO

COMMUNITY

one that received the blessing," SBS member
Andrea Javid said.
The veteran's hospital treats 300,000
veterans every year. Many ot the veterans
that received treatment from the facility in
the past also volunteer their services there.
Veteran James Manns served overseas in
Somalia, and spends time at the hospital
working with veterans.
"We have several people come through
here to volunteer, but this is probably the
largest group that has helped out," Manns
said regarding SBS.
"Hie military was an experience that made
me grow as an adult, as a man, it had its ups
and downs, like life, but 1 really loved serving
my country. That's why I love coming up
here and volunteering my time to help out
other vets. I've done this for awhile now and
I want to continue to keep doing it," Manns

DOMINO'S*
DORM CHALLENGE

SBS will continue to be involved in the
community and expand its outreach as the
group grows. The group has blossomed
from 10 members in 2007 to 50 members
currently.
"The only limits SBS has, are the ones that
God places on us and I believe he will take
us tar," Blankenship said.
Contact Mandi Forth at
ajforth@liberty.edu.
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